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Introduction

The Thesis paper will report an overview on the commissioning and MC studies for
the LArIAT experiment.

The LArIAT experiment is part of the LArTPC Neutrino program at Fermilab. Main
purpose of the experiment is to perform a precise �calibration� of the Liquid Argon TPC
detector. The main goal is the optimization of the o�ine algorithms for Particle IDen-
ti�cation and calorimetric reconstruction for Liquid Argon detector technology, both
TPC wires signals and LAr scintillation light collection. LArIAT experiment aims to
study of all the particle types emerging from (ν,Ar) interaction, for neutrino energies
Eν of few GeV, typical of the SBN and LBN programs, by means of charged particles
of de�ned species (mainly pions π±, protons p, muons µ±, electrons e±, kaons K±...),
momentum (0.2 - 2.0 GeV/c range) and sign provided by a dedicated TestBeam line.

One of the goals of the LArIAT experiment will be the experimental measurement
of charged pion cross section on Ar in the 0.2 to 2.0 GeV energy range. Actually there
aren't any experimental measurements for pions Ar in this energy range. Current MC
simulation codes, like Geant4, use interaction models for Ar based on extrapolations
from data with lighter or heavier elements. The goal of a dedicated pion run with
LArIAT is to develop pion identi�cation algorithms based on their interaction modes in
Argon and to exploit direct and precise measurement of the pion-nucleus cross-sections
to reduce the uncertainty on the hadron interaction models adapted in MC simulations
for Ar target.

A study of charged pion interactions in Liquid Argon target and the development
of a routine to evaluate the total interaction cross section, that could be later applied
to real data from the TPC, will be the �rst and software oriented topic of my Thesis.
From a Monte Carlo �thin target� simulation, I will provide a prediction of the total
hadronic interaction (π,Ar) cross section. Since the LArIAT TPC active volume consists
in a �thick target� for charged pion interactions we will need to develop a new analysis
method to estimate the charged pion cross section on Ar from the experimental data
that will be collected in LArIAT.

Another goal for the LArIAT experiment will be the development, test and char-
acterization of dedicated devices for LAr scintillation light collection. LAr scintillation
light is now used only for triggering purposes; the aim is to extend its use for calorimetric
energy reconstruction to improve the energy resolution of this detector technology. Ac-
tually two di�erent light collection systems have been implemented in LArIAT cryostat,
two PMTs and three SiPM readout boards.

The development and test of LAr light collection optical devices, especially dedi-
cated cold front-end electronics for SiPM devices, for LArIAT will be the second and
hardware oriented topic of my Thesis.

Chapter 1: Overview on Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers for Neutrino
Physics. The Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) detectors are the
most promising technology to detect neutrino interactions due to the image-like quality
data they provide. LArTPCs are the detector technology chosen for the future Large
Neutrino Experiment to be built in the US. Liquid Argon detectors o�er the opportunity
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to detect neutrinos which will complement most other large detectors set to discover
mostly anti-neutrinosì. The technology is still in ongoing development, especially in
terms of scintillation light.

Chapter 2: Brief overview on LArIAT experiment. The LArIAT experiment is
hosted in the Fermilab TestBeam Facility. A tertiary beam of charged particles, mainly
pions and protons, with momentum tunable between 0.2 and 2.0 GeV/c, is driven to the
LArTPC, which is deployed in a cryostat �lled with LAr (90 K). The LArIAT TPC is
brie�y described as well as the light collection system and the DAQ and trigger system
for data acquisition. The LArIAT experiment has been fully operational at the Fermilab
Test Beam Facility since April 30, 2015. The 1st Run has ended on July 4th, 2015.

Chapter 3: The expected (charged pion,Ar) cross section dependence on energy,
obtained with two MC generators (Geant4 and Genie) for thin Ar targets has been
computed and compared with available experimental data for di�erent target materi-
als. The LArIAT LAr TPC volume represents a �thick target� for pion interaction. A
new method for o�-line data analysis is being developed, the �Sliced TPC� method, for
the experimental pion cross section reconstruction, based on the speci�c features of the
LArTPC.

Chapter 4: First data collection from LArIAT experiment and planned data analy-
sis. TPC event imaging: A 2-D image of the ionization tracks in the event is obtained
for each projection TPC wire plane; it is useful for studying the topologies of the interac-
tions of incoming particles with Argon nuclei. Some pion interaction events collected in
the TPC are reported. TPC event reconstruction in LArIATSoft dedicated framework:
to achieve a 3-D reconstruction (track and energy deposit) of the event it is necessary
to match the pulses which have the same drift time in the two views. The aim is to
achieve a complete and precise event reconstruction of identi�ed particles crossing or
experiencing an interaction in the LArTPC active volume.

Chapter 5: Description of LArIAT ongoing development with SiPM devices for LAr
scintillation light collection. The LArIAT light collection system is based on the concept
developed for Dark Matter search with LAr detectors. The Ar VUV scintillation light
is wavelength-shifted into visible and re�ected up to collection by an array of PMTs
and SiPMs immersed in LAr. The SiPM readout boards have been custom-designed
for LArIAT. First preliminary characterization of the signal from the SiPM with and
without a (cold) Pre-Ampli�er stage is reported.
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Chapter 1

Liquid Argon Detectors for

neutrino physics

1.1 Neutrino research

Neutrinos are the least understood constituents of matter; but our universe is for a
great part permeated with them.
They are nearly massless, neutral fermions. The most important of their features is
that they rarely interact with matter; we could consider them as ghostly particles.

The basic properties of neutrinos, no electric charge and little mass, were at �rst
hypotized by W.Pauli in 1930 to explain the apparent loss of energy in the process of
radioactive beta-decay.[1]
E. Fermi in 1934 elaborated the theory of beta decay and gave the particle its name. An
electron-neutrino is emitted with a positron in positive beta decay, while an electron-
antineutrino is emitted with an electron in negative beta decay.[2]

Despite such predictions, neutrinos were not detected experimentally for more than
20 years, due to the weakness of their interactions with matter.

The �rst evidence of neutrino was given in 1956 from the Cowan and Reines exper-
iment [3], where they discovered the electron-antineutrino (νe) via the reaction:

νe + p −→ e+ + n

Neutrinos are building blocks of the Standard Model. Like quarks and charged lep-
tons, neutrinos are spin-1/2 fermions, but they are electrically neutral and they interact
with other particles only through weak interaction mediated by theW± charged bosons
and the Z0 neutral boson.
There are three neutrino ��avours�: νe, νµ, ντ . Each of these is coupled via the weak
interaction to the charged lepton of the same �avour:e, µ,τ .
Identi�cation of νµ as distinct from νe was accomplished in 1962 by L.Lederman,
M.Schwartz and J.Steinberger at Brookhaven National Laboratories. [4]
The discovery of the tau neutrino ντ was announced in 2000 by the DONUT experi-
ment, at Fermilab, which was built to speci�cally detect that kind of neutrino. [5]
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1.1.1 Neutrino sources

Neutrinos are generated in weak interactions and decays. Neutrinos can be produced
by �natural� or �arti�cial� sources.

• Natural sources:

� Neutrinos from nuclear fusion processes in the Sun [Solar neutrinos] ( νe
electron type, from few KeV to 15 MeV)

� Neutrinos from supernova explosions [SuperNova neutrinos] ( 10 MeV - 100
MeV)

� Neutrinos in air showers initiated by primary cosmic ray nuclei, mainly from
π, K and µ decay [Atmospheric neutrinos] (νe, νµ 100 MeV -100 GeV)

• Arti�cial sources:

� Reactor neutrinos from nuclear �ssion process, β decay (νe, 1 MeV - 10 MeV)

� Beam dump neutrinos (νe, νµ, νµ 10 MeV - 50 MeV)

� Accelerator neutrinos (mainly νµ (νµ), 1 GeV - 100GeV)

Arti�cial ν-sources allow to limit systematics on the �uxes; an extended program
with long-baseline neutrino beams (LBL) in Europe, US and Japan are active or are
being launched.
A new generation short baseline program (SBL) has been recently approved at Fermilab,
US.
Neutrino beams are created in weak decays of short-lived hadrons.
In this case a proton beam is extracted from an accelerator complex and the protons are
smashed into a target, e.g. graphite, and secondary, short-lived particles are produced,
such as pions and kaons. These particles travel a relatively short distance (few hundreds
meters) through a "decay pipe�. A good fraction of them decays producing neutrinos
that continue on in the same direction, forming a neutrino beam, whereas all the other
particles such as the remaining protons and undecayed mesons are absorbed by large
iron or concrete blocks. Of the three known neutrino types, a beam produced in this
manner contains mostly muon neutrinos.

The long-baseline neutrino beams that are in use or planned, which mostly provide
νµ beams, are: [8]

• J-PARC Neutrino Facility in Japan, from Tokai to Kamioka, 295 km away, with
o�-axis beam con�guration where the centre of the neutrino beam direction un-
derground is shifted by a few degrees with respect to Super-Kamiokande detector
(T2K experiment).

• CNGS (�CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso�) from CERN to the Gran Sasso National
Laboratory (LNGS), 732 km away (OPERA and ICARUS experiments).

• NuMI ("Neutrinos at the Main Injector") from Fermilab, IL, to Northern Min-
nesota, 735 km away (NOvA, MINOS experiments) (See Fig.1.1)[6]

• LBNF (� Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility �), from Fermilab, IL, to Sanford, South
Dakota, 1300 km away (DUNE experiment)[7]. (Planned)

One of the short-baseline neutrino beams actually in use is the Booster neutrino
beam [9] at Fermilab, which mainly produces νµ for short-baseline experiments as Mini-
Boone and now MicroBoone [26]. A system of three short-baseline detectors on the
Booster neutrino beamline is expected by 2017.
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Figure 1.1: NuMI Beam: Schematic representation of neutrino beam production at
Fermilab and �uxes of νµ and νe 735 km away from the NuMI target, both on and o�
axis for the low and medium energy beam con�guration.

1.1.2 Neutrino oscillations

In the last decade, many experiments had found evidence of neutrino �avor oscillation.
This implies neutrinos are massive.
The experimental observation of neutrino oscillations, from solar neutrinos �rstly, led
to the discovery that neutrinos have non-zero mass. So far neutrino mass is manifested
through oscillation, while experiments that aim to a direct measurement of it did not
reach yet the su�cient sensitivity.
In the Standard Model neutrinos are massless. It appears to be possible to extend the
Standard Model making Dirac neutrinos gaining their mass from the linear coupling
between the particle and the Higgs boson �eld, but it still leaves open questions about
the strong mass di�erence among neutrinos and all charged leptons and quarks. An-
other theory is that neutrinos can have Majorana masses, which mix a particle with its
antiparticle, while charged leptons and quarks cannot have them; they would gain their
mass by the �see-saw� mechanism which couple light neutrinos to highly massive sterile
neutrinos, which do not interact at all with matter.

The idea of neutrino �avor oscillation was �rst proposed in 1957 by Bruno Pon-
tecorvo and developed by Maki, Nakagawa, and Sakata in 1962.
A neutrino can spontaneously change from one �avor to another; this phenomenon could
happen because neutrinos of de�nite �avor (νe, νµ, ντ ) are not mass eigenstates, but a
coherent superposition of (ν1, ν2, ν3).

|να〉 = Σ3
i=1Uαi |νi〉 (1.1)

α=e, µ, τ .
The Pontecorvo�Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata matrix (PMNS matrix) or leptonic mixing
matrix U is made by the coe�cients which express νe, νµ, ντ in terms of ν1, ν2, ν3.
When the three neutrino theory is considered, the unitary matrix U is 3 × 3. See
Eqs.1.2 and 1.3.

U = R23R13(δ)R12 (1.2)

R12 =

 cosθ12 sinθ12 0
−sinθ12 cosθ12 0

0 0 1

 , R13 =

 cosθ13 0 sinθ13

0 exp(iδ) 0
−sinθ13 0 cosθ13

 , R23 =

1 0 0
0 cosθ23 sinθ23

0 −sinθ23 cosθ23


(1.3)
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where θij i,j=1,2,3 are the mixing angles between mass eigenstates and δ is a phase
angle.
While the �avor states (νe, νµ, ντ ) are the eigentstates of the weak interaction hamil-
tonian, the mass states (ν1, ν2, ν3) are the eigenstates of free propagation and thus can
be described by plane wave solutions of the form:

|να, t〉 = e(i−→p .−→x )Σ3
i=1Uαie

(−iEit) |νi〉 (1.4)

where Ei=
√
m2
i + p2

i (c=1) are di�erent for the three mass eigenstates.

For a physical neutrino (weak eigentstate) produced with �avor α at t=0 is then possible
to de�ne the probability of oscillation to �avor β after time t:

Pα→β = | 〈νβ| |να, t〉 |2 =

δαβ − 4Σi>jRe(U
∗
αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj)sin

2(
∆m2

ijL

4E
)+

+2Σi>jIm(U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj)sin(

∆m2
ijL

2E
)

(1.5)

where ∆m2
ij ≡ m2

i −m2
j is the quadratic mass di�erence, L is the oscillation distance

from the production point and E is the neutrino energy.
If we consider for simplicity the case of two neutrino mixing, the mixing matrix U

becomes a 2 × 2 matrix depending only on one mixing angle:

U =

(
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ

)
(1.6)

In this case the probability of a neutrino changing its �avor from α to β at time t is (in
natural units):

Pα→β,α 6=β = sin2(2θ)sin2(
∆m2L

4E
) (1.7)

To a �rst approximation a 2 × 2 scheme was found to represent well the detected
oscillation phenomenon observed separately for Solar Neutrinos (KamLAND, SNO,
Gallex/SAGE, Borexino experiments) with characteristic L/E ≈ 15000 Km/GeV:

∆m2
21 = ∆m2

sol = 7.53± 0.18× 10−5eV 2

sin2(2θ12) = 0.3
(1.8)

and for the Atmospheric Neutrinos (Super-K, MINOS, T2K; NOvA) with characteristic
L/E ≈ 500 Km/GeV:

∆m2
32 ≈ ∆m2

31 = ∆m2
atm = 2.44± 0.06× 10−3eV 2

sin2(2θ23) > 0.92, θ23 = θatm = 45.0± 7.1◦
(1.9)

The Atmospheric Neutrino result was de�nitely con�rmed with LBL accelerator neutri-
nos by the K2K experiment (KEK to Kamioka-SuperKamiokande, L=250 km, <Eν>
≈ 1 GeV).
Recently, with a second generation of neutrino oscillation experiments carried out using
arti�cially produced neutrinos at reactors, the last, long awaited measurement of the
remaining set of oscillation parameters in the 3 × 3 general formalism has been achieved
(Daya Bay in China, Double Chooz in France, RENO in Corea, NOvA in Us):

| ∆m2
ee |= 2.44± 0.11× 10−3eV 2

≈ ∆m2
23(if direct mass hierarchy)

sin2(2θ13) = 0.084± 0.005(Latest Daya Bay results, [10])

(1.10)
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The neutrino �avor oscillation scheme is still not completed. Two fundamental questions
remain open:

1. is the δ phase di�erent from zero?

2. what is the neutrino mass hierarchy? direct or inverted?

A non-zero value of the δ phase allows for CP violation, occuring also for charged leptons;
this would led to an explanation of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe.
The neutrino mass hierarchy question is directly connected to the knowledge of the
main mass component for each �avor neutrino. Since we have only quadratic values of
mass di�erences from neutrino �avor oscillation experiments, in this very moment two
possible mass hierarchies (direct and inverted) could be possible, as shown in Fig.1.2.
To answer these questions a number of new LBL experiments were recently activated (
T2K in Japan, Nova in US) or just approved for construction (DUNE in US).

Figure 1.2: Neutrino mass hierarchy: direct or inverted.

Simultaneously with neutrino �avor oscillation studies, another research branch on
neutrinos exists. It deals with Sterile Neutrinos.
Sterile neutrinos (inert neutrinos) are hypothetical particles that do not interact via any
of the fundamental interactions of the Standard Model except gravity. The term sterile
neutrino is used to distinguish them from the known active �avor eigenstates neutrinos
which are present in the Standard Model.
Sterile neutrinos arise in several extensions of the Standard Model to accommodate
massive (light) neutrinos.
Neutrino masses so suggest the existence of right-handed degrees of freedom, the sterile
neutrinos, which would have very large Majorana masses. In particular the recently
developed model considers 3 singlet states N1, N2 and N3 associated with the 3 active
neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ .
It is possible to introduce an oscillation probability between sterile and active neutrino
states.
Both LSND (Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector) [11] and MiniBooNE [9] neutrino
experiments, which aim to e�ect sensitive searches for neutrino oscillations in the mass
region with ∆m2 ≈ 1 eV 2, see indications of electron neutrino/antineutrino appearance
from muon neutrino/antineutrino. The LSND experiment observes excesses of events for
both of them, corresponding to oscillation probabilities higher than the one expected
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for the ∆m2 value from only the light active neutrinos mixing. These discrepancies
could not be easily related to �avor oscillation and leave the door open to models with
several sterile neutrinos. Investigations of high ∆m2 oscillations currently form one of
the most active areas of neutrino physics and many new experiments are being mounted
or considered, e.g short baseline program at Fermilab (three detectors along neutrino
beam; MicroBooNE experiment [27] is actually running).

1.1.3 Neutrino interactions and detection

Neutrinos can only experience weak interactions.

Neutrino weak interactions can proceed through charged and neutral current inter-
actions, with nuclei and atomic electrons at lower energies, and with p, n in nuclei and
with quark in nucleons at higher energies.
For high energy neutrinos the charged current interaction on p,n (q, q) in nuclei (nucle-
ons) is usually decomposed in three channels:

σtot = σQEL + σRES + σDIS =

= σ0π + σ1π + σnπ
(1.11)

The �rst term in Eq.1.11, σQEL, refers to Quasi-Elastic Scattering, described with
a Current-Current V-A Lagrangian:

νl + n −→ l− + p (1.12)

The second term in Eq.1.11, σRES , is the Resonance Excitation Channel:

νl +N −→ l + ∆/N∗ −→ l + π +N ′ (1.13)

where N is the ground-state nucleon and ∆ (and N∗) are excited states decaying with
π production.
The ∆ resonance is considered as an �excited nucleon� N; its rest mass is 1232 MeV,
with S=0, I=3

2 , J
P =3

2

+
. It quickly decays via strong interaction in a nucleon and a

pion ( ∆ −→ N π, τ = 5 x 10−24 s).
There are four ∆(1232) resonance particles: ∆++ (uuu), ∆+ (uud) , ∆0 (udd) , ∆−

(ddd). Each of them could decay in a charged or neutral pion and in a proton or neutron.

∆++ −→ p+ π+

∆+ −→ n+ π+

∆+ −→ p+ π0

∆0 −→ n+ π0

∆0 −→ p+ π−

∆− −→ n+ π−

As we can see in Fig.1.3, The QE scattering channel is the main process in the
region around 1 GeV of neutrino energy. The Resonance Excitation channel appears
in the �Intermediate� energy range (0.5-5 GeV); in this region nuclear e�ects have a
non negligible role. These e�ects include motion of the target nucleon N in the parent
nucleus, Pauli blocking and nucleon binding e�ects as well as multi nucleons correlations,
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Figure 1.3: Charged current νµ cross section calculation.[12]

shadowing and �nal state interactions (FSI) in nuclear matter. This cause a suppression
of the ν-N cross section and an increase of the systematic error due to the model choosen
for FSI. So an adequate modeling of nuclear e�ects is needed to have a better knowledge
of RES ν interaction channel.

The third term in Eq.1.11, σDIS , correspond to the Deep Inelastic Interaction modes
on quarks, described with a V-A Lagrangian with the massive W± propagator:

νl +N −→ l +X (1.14)

The outgoing hadron X is usually a pion, coupled with a charged lepton; the DIS process
starts around 500 MeV neutrino energy (necessary for pion production) and its cross
section increases linearly with neutrino energy Eν .

However, neutrinos have very small interaction cross sections with medium con-
stituents, see Eq.1.15:

σ(νA)[1MeV ] ≈ 10−44cm2,Low energy neutrinos, scattering on atoms A

σ(νN)[1GeV ] ≈ 10−38cm2,QE and RES channels, scattering on nucleons N

σ(νq)[10GeV ] ≈ 10−37cm2,DIS channel, scattering on quarks q

(1.15)

Neutrino detection is always indirect; they can be detected in the weak interactions
they experience with nuclei, nucleons or quarks depending on energy.
So to have measurable interaction rates, high neutrino �uxes, massive detectors and
long exposure time are necessary.
For example, for MicroBooNE experiment on Booster neutrino beamline: 60 ton (60
m3) Liquid Argon target on one year exposure time (e�ective exposure to neutrino �ux:
4 months) to a neutrino �ux with <Eν> = 1 GeV, the number of expected neutrino
interactions Nint on target nucleons, especially neutrons:

ν + n −→ p+ µ

is calculated in Eq.1.16.
Nint = σ∆tnΦ ≈ 2× 104 (1.16)

σ is the interaction cross section per nucleon for <Eν> of neutrino beam, Φ is the
neutrino �ux = 1.2 × 104 ν

cm2s
, ∆t is the exposure time (≈ 107 s), n is the number
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of scattering centers in the target T (n = NMTNA
AT

, where MT and AT are the e�ective
mass ad the nuclear mass of the target and N is the number of neutrons, for LAr in
MicroBooNE: ρT = 1.4 gcm−3 and VT=60 m

3, MT= ρT VT , A=40, N=22).

The detectors collect signals from the detectable particles (charged particles, decay
products of excited nuclei or atoms) that are produced by the neutrino collisions with
the constituents of the target material.
Several detector technologies have been used depending on:

• Neutrino energy range

• Physics goals

• Di�erent neutrino sources ( underground experiments for solar and atmospheric
neutrinos to reduce background, surface experiments for reactor and accelerator
neutrinos).

In general neutrino detectors are based on collection of ionization charge (bubble cham-
bers, time projetion chambers..) or detection of emitted light, either scintillation or
Cherenkov (e.g. Super-K), in all cases produced by the charged particles that comes
out from a neutrino interaction with the constituents of the medium.

1.2 Liquid Argon Time projection chambers for neutrino

detection

Bubble-chamber experiments played a key role in probing the properties of ν-interactions.
The Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPC) technology, �rst proposed by
C.Rubbia in 1977 with ICARUS project [14], is considered the modern evolution of
bubble-camber concept, with the additional features of three-dimensional event recon-
struction, high-resolution calorimetry, active mass coincident with detector sensitive
mass and can intrinsically supply a trigger signal (self-triggering) by means of the
scintillation light produced in the liquid noble gas. This technology is ideal to per-
form ν-studies in a broad energy range, from MeV up to few GeV, with high event
reconstruction e�ciency, thanks to the capability of particle identi�cation and detailed
reconstruction of di�erent interaction topologies.
In Figure 1.4 is shown a neutrino interaction event, producing a proton, a pion and a
muon, as seen in a bubble chamber and in a LArTPC.

8



Figure 1.4: Neutrino charged current interaction - Resonance excitation channel- as
seen in Argonne 12-feet Bubble Chamber in 1970 [13] and in ArgoNeuT LArTPC [23].
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1.2.1 TPC: principles of operation

Ionization detectors have been frequently used in Experimental Particle Physics for the
possibility to reconstruct particle trajectories and to have calorimetric information with
a non-destructive technique.
Among them the most used have been the proportional counters, as Multi Wire Pro-
portional Chambers (MWPC) and Drift Chambers, in which the charge collected after
an ionizing process is directly proportional to the energy deposit of the primary particle
that crosses the active volume or interacts there.

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) makes use of ideas from both the MWPC
and the Drift Chamber and it is actually used for charged particles 3-D tracking in a
large number of particle and nuclear physics experiments.
A TPC consists of a gas-�lled detection volume in an electric �eld with a position-
sensitive electron collection system.

The TPC concept was �rst introduced by David Nygren in the late 1970s.[15] Its
�rst application was in the PEP-4 detector, which studied 29 GeV electron-positron
collisions at the PEP storage ring at SLAC.
The original design was a cylindrical chamber �lled with methane gas, with MWPC
as endplates and an intermediate screen to establish a uniform electric �eld parallel
to the beam. A magnetic �eld was applied along the length of the cylinder, parallel
to the electric �eld, in order to minimize the di�usion of the electrons coming from
the ionization of the gas. Charged particles penetrating the active volume experience
magnetic de�ection and leave ionization tracks in the gas. Ionization electrons drift
toward the positive end-caps, so the entire image of each trajectory can be reconstructed
if the information from the end-caps is read out during the drift time. (See Fig.1.5 and
1.6)

The TPC is essentially a 3-D tracking detector capable of providing tracks recon-
struction along with information on energy loss of the particle.
Charged particles crossing the sensitive volume (cylindrical chamber �lled with a gas)
produce free electrons via ionization; an uniform electric �eld is applied and it drifts
the electrons towards the end-cap surfaces where they are detected by anode wires as
in a MWPC. In this way we have the 2-D position of a space point projected onto the
end-cap plane. One coordinate corresponds to the �ring anode wire while the second
is obtained from the signals induced on the segmented cathode pads along the anode
wire.
The third coordinate, along the cylinder axis, is given by the drift time of the ionization
electrons, from that the detector has been given the name of Time Projection Chamber,
TPC. The third coordinate represents the distance from the sensing wire to the origin
of the ionization electron. See Eq.1.17.

z =

∫ t1

t0

−→v drift,e(t)dt

−→v drift,e = µe
−→
E

(1.17)

in which z is the coordinate along the TPC axis, parallel to the incident beam in this
case, −→v drift,e(t) is the electron drift velocity, µe is the electron mobility, t0 is the arrival
time of the primary particle - trigger time- and t1 is the time at which the electron pulse
appears at the anode.
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Figure 1.5: Nygren's schematic design
for a TPC for PEP for charged particles
identi�cation.[15]

Figure 1.6: A �typical� event in Ny-
gren's TPC (2 dimensional projection,
looking along the beam pipe).[15]

A schematic view of a cylindrical TPC is reported in Fig.1.7.
Chambers are usually operated in a region where the drift velocity is independent from−→
E . (Saturation region) So z=vdrift ∆t, if the drift velocity can be assumed constant
(∆t = t1-t0).

Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of a Time Projection Chamber.[16](Fig.6.17 p.152)

The purity of the gas plays also an important role in electrons collection at the anode
wires, since electrons won't be captured by electronegative impurities as they drift to
the anodes. This e�ect is described in Sec.1.2.2.
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Eventually the charge collected at the end-caps is proportional to the energy loss
of the particle in the medium, so the signal amplitudes from the anodes also provide
information on th dE

dx of the particle. If the particle initial momentum/kinetic energy is
known, this information can be used to identify the particle (PID: Particle IDenti�cation
with TPCs).

Because of the very large amount of data/electrons produced by each event, the
measure of the drift time and signal charge need fast electronics capable of responding
of more than one hit: Waveform Recorders or Flash ADCs directly coupled to the sense
wires are usually used.

This kind of TPCs have been usually used in Nuclear physics experiments. Actually
gas �lled TPC technology can't be used for Neutrino physics experiments as they are.
Huge volumes of Gas would be needed to have a few neutrino interactions, due to the
small value of gas density which couples with small neutrino interaction cross section.
A new concept of TPC �lled with liquid was proposed, to have reasonable target volumes
that would contain enough mass - scattering centers- for a neutrino to interact.

1.2.2 Ionization detectors with noble liquids

Using liquids instead of gas as active materials in ionization detectors has many advan-
tages for increasing neutrino interaction statistics and measuring dE

dx or total deposited
energy E of secondary charged particles produced.

Liquids density is almost 1000 times greater than gas density; so there is a much
higher concentration of active scattering centers for the crossing incident particle.

The speci�c energy loss dE
dx for charged particles is 1000 times more in liquids than

in gas.

(
dE

dx
)liq ≈ 1000(

dE

dx
)gas (1.18)

Moreover, the average energy required to produce an electron-ion pair (We−i) in liquids
is 15-25 eV, less than in gas.
So liquids are expected to have a higher number of ionizations for the same total energy
deposit than for gas.
For example: Energy deposit, ∆E = 1 MeV, numbers of pairs produced, N ≥ 4 x 104

e/ion, dNN =σ(E)
E = 1√

N
< 10−2.

Liquid noble elements (LAr, LXe, LKr) can be used as homogeneous calorimeters,
because of their good counting properties.
Noble gas become liquid at low temperatures; so experiments need cryogenic equipment.

The lifetime of carriers τ , especially for electrons τe, in liquids is strongly dependent
on the concentration of electronegative impurities, that act as scattering and absorption
centers, usually referred to an �attachment�.
The average lifetime for electrons τe is directly proportional to the mean free path,
before carriers would be captured by impurities, λt which increase for lower impurities
concentration K.

τe ∝ λt ∝
1

K
(1.19)

So, for having a consistent value of electron mobility, it's necessary to achieve an ex-
tremely low level of electronegative impurities, as O2 (for example: KO2 ≤ 1 ppb, KN2

≤ 1 ppm for hundreds ton LArTPC experiments).
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The ion mobility in liquids is lower than for electrons; the induced charge due to the
ion motion has a very slow rise time; it can be hardly used electronically and usually
it's neglected.
The electrons drift velocities −→v drift,e are lower in liquids than in gas for the same ap-

plied electric �eld
−→
E , because of the small electron mobility in liquids, see Eq. 1.17.

For example:

−→v drift,e ≈


1.6

mm

µs
Liquid Argon,

−→
E = 500V/cm

100
mm

µs
Gas Argon,

−→
E = 500V/cm

Applying an appropriate electric �eld
−→
E in liquids is important to separate quickly the

electrons that recombine with positive ions, that happens because of the high density.
In Table 1.1 the principal properties of Liquid Noble Elements (LAr, LXe, LKr)

used as ionization detectors are listed.

LAr LXe LKr

Atomic Number Z 18 36 54

Atomic weight A 40 84 131

Boiling Point Tb (K) @ 1 atm 87.3 120.0 165.0

Density (g/cm3) 1.4 2.4 3.0

Radiation lenght X0 (cm) 14.0 4.9 2.8

Moliere Radius Rm (cm) 10.0 6.6 5.7

Wi (eV) 23.6 20.5 15.6

µe (m
2/V s)E =104 V/m 0.047 0.18 0.22

µe (m
2/V s)E =106 V/m 0.004 0.005 0.0025

Fano factor F 0.107 0.057 0.041

dE/dx MIP (MeV/cm) 2.1 3.0 3.8

Scintillation LY (γ/MeV) 40000 25000 42000

Scintillation λ (nm) 128 150 175

Table 1.1: Table of the principal properties of Liquid Noble elements
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1.2.3 LArTPC: principles of operation

Among the ideas developed around the use of liquid noble gases for ν experiments, Liq-
uid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) technology appears to o�er a unique
combination of high precision tracking, precise calorimetry and scalability to very large
sensitive volumes.

As previously said, LArTPC can be considered as an electronic version of a bubble
chamber, continuously sensitive and self-triggering.

Bubble chambers have been widely used in Particle Physics for their capability of
3-D imaging of ionizing events. Bubble chambers can be a target and a detector at
the same time for the high density of the liquid. However the slow mechanic process
of chamber expansion and imaging on photographic �lms limits the use speed. The
expansion can't be triggered to the precise moment in which the ionization occurs.
An electronic detector, in which the event produces directly electric signals which are
extracted, ampli�ed, digitized and recorded, can be triggered and read out online. More
complex and sophisticated electronic detectors have gradually substituted the bubble
chambers for Elementary particle physics. These detectors (MWPC, Drift Chambers
and TPC) have some limits: due to the small density of the gas used as ionizing medium,
they can't be targets and detectors at the same time.

So, for detecting rare events like neutrino interactions, the ideal detector is the one
that provides detailed informations (spatial resolution, particle identi�cation, 3-D event
imaging) typical of bubble chambers and can have simultaneously an electronic readout.

LArTPC technology was �rst proposed by C.Rubbia at CERN in 1977 [14], leading
up to the realization of the �rst LAr detector of signi�cant size (600 tons ) for under-
ground physics application, ICARUS T600 [17] [18] [21]. See Fig.1.9.1

Rubbia proposed to extend the TPC concept, which provides informations on the topol-
ogy of the event, to a lique�ed noble gas, as Argon, that could act as a counter too.

(Pure) Liquid Argon appears to be an ideal sensitive medium since it provides high
density (useful to enhance ν interaction probability) and excellent ionization and scin-
tillation yields (as shown in Table 1.1); it's safe because it's inert. Liquid Argon is
relatively cheap and quite easy to obtain (usually atmospheric Argon, 1% at atmo-
spheric air) and to purify too.
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, a noble liquid element behaves like a dielectric insulator
and at a reasonable purity level it has low electron attachment rate, so it permits small
di�usion of the carriers, long drift times and it has a high electron mobility.

The LArTPC detector is fully active, homogeneous and isotropic.
The whole Argon volume is placed in an intense and uniform electric �eld, produced
by two facing electrode planes. Charged particles crossing a volume of Liquid Argon
produce tracks made by electron-ion pairs. A fraction of these pairs, due to the high
electric �eld intensity, does not recombine and starts to separate moving along the
electric �eld lines. They are transported undistorted by the electric �eld onto the anode
wire-planes. The free electric charge motion induces a current on the wires. Electrons

1ICARUS (Imaging Cosmic And Rare Underground Signals) is a physics experiment aimed at study-
ing neutrinos. It was located at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS). No longer operating,
it is being refurbished at CERN for re-use in the same neutrino beam from Fermilab as the MicroBooNE
experiment.
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have a drift velocity in LAr vdrift ≈ 1.6 mm
µs for E=300 V

cm , which is almost 105 times
the ion dirft velocity; so the electrons give the main contribution to the current on the
wires.
The cathode is a plane metal conductor at a �xed potential (or grounded). The anode
consists in a system of parallel wire-planes (N ≥2), placed at the end of the drift path,
continuously sensing and recording the signals induced by the drifting electrons.
Non-destructive readout of ionization electrons by charge induction allows to detect the
signal of electrons crossing subsequent wire-planes with di�erent orientation. With this
con�guration, each segment of an electron track induces a pulse signal (�hit�) on one
wire in each plane; in this way it's possible to have several projective views of the same
event.
Timing of the pulse -drift time- combined with the drift velocity information determines
the drift-coordinate of the �hit�.
The starting time (t0) of the ionization process has to be known.
In Fig.1.8 the schematic LArTPC working principle is shown; in Fig.1.9 and Fig.1.10 it is
represented the LArTPC of ICARUS experiment and a collected event - wire waveforms
and 2-D imaging - from the same experiment.

Figure 1.8: LArTPC schematic working principle. Electrons drift along horizontal axis.
Induction and collection plane wires are perpendicular to the drift direction.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of a single module of the ICARUS LArTPC detec-
tor and its functionality. The ICARUS detector is composed by two semi-independent,
symmetric, �lled with liquid argon modules. The read-out chambers (two TPC for
each half-vessel) are mounted on the internal walls with the cathode at the centre, to
maximize the LAr sensitive volume (corresponding to about 480 ton in mass). The
read-out chamber scheme consists of three parallel planes of wires (horizontal, +60 and
-60 degrees).[19]

Figure 1.10: (left) Display of digitised waveforms recorded from a number of induction
wires detecting an event and (right) the event image after gray-level coding of the
waveform pulse-height.[20].
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In Liquid Argon no charge multiplication occurs. So the collected charge corre-
sponds directly to the amount of charge produced by ionization and that drifts from
the production point to the readout electrode.
Since there is no charge multiplication in the medium, the signal pulse amplitude on
each wire is proportional to the relatively small amount of charge in each track segment,
collected for each TPC wire.
The disadvantage is that the charge that has to be revealed is very small (e.g. ≈ 8000
electrons for 1 mm MIP particle track in LAr); very low noise cold electronics is needed
to be sensitive to the e�ective primary ionized charge on wires signals. The advantage
is that a �non-destructive� read-out is possible to achieve a multi-dimensional readout.
Drifting electrons can be used many times for producing induction signals on several
readout planes, which should be transparent to their passage, placed before the collec-
tion wire plane.

Liquid Argon purity plays a key role to allow ionization electrons to drift over long
distances.
Extremely high purity means a very low level of electronegative molecules concentration,
like O2 and hydrocarbons ( ≤ 1 ppb of O2 concentration equivalent). This purity level
is required for LArTPC experiments, to ensure that the electrons produced by ionizing
tracks won't be captured by the electronegative impurities in LAr while drifting from
the production point to the collection electrode.

One interesting feature of a LArTPC detector is that it can be self-triggering, so
it can provide t0 by itself. This is obtained exploiting the scintillation light produced
by Argon atoms that are excited by crossing charged particles. This topic would be
discussed in Ch.2 1.3.

LArTPC technology therefore allows a 3-D space point reconstruction and precise
calorimetric measurements.
This kind of technology provides good resolution both for angular reconstruction (track-
ing) both for the energy (calorimetry).

The LArTPC spatial resolution in interaction vertex position and track direction
determination depends on the dimensions of the 3-d pixel and on carriers lateral di�u-
sion. The 3-D pixel is identi�ed by the wire pitch and the wire planes gap, which are
in general of the order of few mm.
Especially in large TPC volumes the lateral di�usion of the electrons, due to long
drift distance, is not negligible. The spatial resolution along the drift coordinate (z) is
strongly dependent on the di�usion su�ered by the electrons while drifting:

σz =

√
2Dz
−→v drift,e

(1.20)

where D is the Di�usion coe�cient for electrons (D∝ λ
3
2
t , with λt mean free path of the

electrons the medium) and −→v drift,e is the drift velocity, which is proportional to the

applied electric �eld
−→
E and to the electron mobility µe.

As prevoiusly said, it is possible to integrate to ionized charge along the track,
summing the signals recorded in the collection plane. Since the ionized charge is pro-
portional to the energy deposit, the charge integral provides a calorimetric information
on the energy of the particle that has produced such ionization. LArTPC detector is
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thus an homogeneous calorimeter with high-resolution.
The energy resolution achievable for contained particles in a LArTPC [22]:

• σ(E)
E = 11 %

√
E(MeV ) + 2 % for low energy electrons, measured by ICARUS

experiment [17],

• σ(E)
E ' 3 %

√
E(GeV ) for electro-magnetic showers, expected,

• σ(E)
E ' 30 %

√
E(GeV ) for hadronic showers in pure Argon, expected.

From the track and the calorimetric information is possible to achieve high precision
particle identi�cation, measuring the deposited charge from ionization per unit length
and the range of particles that stops in the sensitive volume. See Fig.1.11.

The main LArTPC detectors features are here summarized:

• it's a 3-D tracking device that also allows event topology reconstruction,

• a measurement of local energy deposition (dEdx ) is feasible and it would provide

e/π0 separation and particle identi�cation (PID) via residual range vs dE
dx (π, K

and p separation) (See Fig. 1.11),

• it would be possible to have total energy reconstruction of the event from charge
integration on each track,

• it would be possible to obtain a momentum estimation via multiple scattering too.

The chamber can be used in a wide energy range (MeV to few GeV) and low thresholds
for PID are possible given the high-granularity. It would be also possible, as proposed for
the gas �lled TPCs, to embed the detector in a magnetic �eld for charge discrimination.

Figure 1.11: Speci�c energy loss per unit track length (average value) in LAr as a
function of the residual range (distance to the track end) for di�erent charged particles.
Black points are ArgoNeuT experimental data from calorimetric reconstruction of the
energy loss along the stopping tracks for mainly protons. [24]
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1.2.4 LArTPC experiments at FNAL

Currently there is worldwide interest in utilizing LArTPC technology for studying neu-
trino interactions.
The goal would be deploying multi-kiloton LArTPC in near and far-detector locations
as part of short and long-baseline neutrino oscillation and proton decay search programs.

In the US LArTPC program towards the construction of a massive LArTPC detector
for long-baseline neutrino experiment DUNE [7], a �rst step has been the construction
of the ArgoNeuT detector. [23] [24]
ArgoNeuT has been an R&D project at Fermilab to expose a small-scale LArTPC to
the NuMI neutrino beam for ν-Argon interaction studies and eventually cross section
measurements.
This was the �rst LArTPC operated in a �low-energy� neutrino beam (0.5-10.0 GeV neu-
trino energies range); these energies were relevant for long-baseline neutrino oscillation
searches, as discussed in Sec.1.1.2. ArgoNeut consisted of a vacuum insulted cryostat
for ultra-pure liquid Argon (LAr) containment in which it was mounted a TPC with its
�eld-shaping system. The Argon inside the cryostat was maintained in liquid phase at
constant temperature, around 88K, and a puri�cation system -�lter- was used to lower
the concentration of electronegative impurities, as O2, to less than 0.5 ppm. The TPC
had an active volume of 47 cm (width) x 40 cm (height) x 90 cm (length), corresponding
to a volume of ≈ 170 liters = 0.17 tonn of Liquid Argon. This volume was delimited by
a rectangular box structure sitting inside the cryostat. The chamber was oriented in a
way such that the longest dimension was parallel to the neutrino beam. Two opposite
sides (40 cm x 90 cm) were instrumented as cathode and anode planes of the TPC,
with the drift direction horizontal with respect to the ground and perpendicular to the
beam (maximum drift length ld=47 cm). There were three parallel wire-planes, equally
spaced with interplane gaps of lg=4 mm; the wire spacing onto the planes was δs=4
mm too.
The ArgoNeut experiment was commissioned in 2008 and acquired events from neu-
trino and anti-neutrino beam mode until February 2010. Then the ArgoNeuT TPC was
refurbished to be used in LArIAT experiment. (See Ch.2)
A neutrino interaction event seen in ArgoNeuT, both on the two planes 2-D views
(Induction and Collection planes), and the same event with its 3-D reconstruction are
shown in Fig.1.12 and Fig.1.13. A detailed description of the analysis of TPC signals
ad track reconstruction would be done in Ch.4.

The following step in the Us LArTPC program has been the commissioning and
construction of MicroBooNE Experiment. [26] [27]
The experiment consists in a 170 ton Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC)
located along the Booster neutrino beam line, which aims to measure low energy neu-
trino cross sections. The MicroBooNE detector is a 60 ton �ducial volume LArTPC. It
is placed at Liquid Argon Test Facility (LArTF) at Fermilab and it is the largest LAr
TPC operating in the U.S. at the moment. The TPC consists of a cathode plane on
one side, a �eld-shaping cage around the drift perimeter, and three planes of wires on
the opposite end to record the signal. Further timing information will be provided by
a photomultiplier tube (PMT) array measuring the scintillation light produced during
the excitation of Ar atoms during an event. The experiment was commissioned in 2008,
then the TPC was built and inserted into the cryostat in late 2013; then cryostat was
moved to LArTF in June 2014 and the experiment has been running in the neutrino
beamline since June 2015.
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Figure 1.12: A CC νµ interaction event candidate (Run 627, Evt. 4192): the yellow
trail corresponds to a MIP-like particle escaping ArgoNeuT, the red trail signi�es a more
densely ionizing particle (presumably a proton, leading to a possible CC-QE signature).
[24].

Figure 1.13: ArgoNeuT Neutrino event reconstructed in 3D space (Run 627, Evt. 4192,
2-D views shown in Figure 1.12). One track exits the TPC volume through the cathode
plane. [24].
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1.3 Liquid Argon scintillation light detection

While the LArTPC is used to collect and measure the ionization electrons generated by
charged particles that pass through LAr, there is also an interest in collecting the LAr
scintillation light for triggering purposes, as previously said, and the aim is to extend
its use for calorimetric energy reconstruction.

1.3.1 LAr scintillation process

This process happens through two mechanisms, see Fig.1.14:

Ar∗ +Ar −→ Ar∗2 −→ 2Ar + γ

or

Ar+ +Ar −→ Ar+
2 ,

Ar+
2 + e− −→ Ar∗2 −→ 2Ar + γ

Figure 1.14: Liquid Argon scintillation process

The decay of the molecule of Ar∗2 results in an emission of ultraviolet photons nar-
rowly peaked at 128 nm.
The argon molecule can be excited to either a singlet 1Σ+

u or triplet 3Σ+
u state; the

scintillation photons from these two states have two di�erent mean lifetime: singlet-fast
τF ≈ 6 ns, triplet-slow τS ≈ 1.26 µs. Since the �rst Ar electronic excited state is at a
higher energy than the singlet and triplet excited states, LAr is transparent to its own
scintillation light.
The Liquid Argon scintillation signal S(t) is thus the convolution 2 of a gaussian dis-
tribution f(t,σ) (with σG' 4 ns), which represents the population of the excited states,
with the double exponential distribution of the excited states decay via emission of
scintillation photons, Nγ(t). See Eq. 1.21.

S(t) = f(t, σ)⊗Nγ(t)

f(t, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

t2

2σ2

Nγ(t) =
A

τF
e
− t
τF +

B

τS
e
− t
τS

(1.21)

2The convolution of two functions f(t) and g(t) is represented by the integral I(t):

I(t) = f(t)⊗ g(t) =

∫ t

0

f(τ)g(t− τ)dτ =

∫ t

0

g(τ)f(t− τ)dτ
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In Eq.1.21 A and B parameters depend on the kind on incident particle in LAr. For
example, for a MIP (muon,pion): A=0.3, B=0.7.
Detecting the scintillation photons from LAr in large neutrino detectors is technically
challenging because of the di�culty in detecting the VUV photons e�ciently. How-
ever LAr has an high scintillation light yield and is transparent to its own scintillation
light, so the scintillating photons can be detected at a signi�cant distance from their
source.(See Par.1.2.2)

The LAr scintillation signal iout(t) that would be collected by a dedicated light
detector is the convolution between the photon time distribution S(t), from Eq.1.21,
and the optical device response R(t), as shown in Eq.1.22.

iout(t) = S′(t)⊗R(t) (1.22)

1.3.2 Wavelength shifting of LAr scintillation light

The LAr light collection is usually performed with optical photodetectors, as PMTs.
These devices are sensitive to optical photons and not directly to LAr scintillation ones.
So generally the scintillation photons are wavelength shifted into optical.
Many experiments use TPB (Tetraphenyl butadiene) as wavelength shifter material, to
shift LAr scintillation VUV photons wavelength into optical (λ ' 428 nm).
The main e�ect of the TPB wavelength shifter on the scintillation photon distribution
is to add an intermediate decay exponential to the distribution (τI ≈ 34 ns); it's due to
the TPB typical optical response to incident photons.[28] The new convoluted scintil-
lation response S'(t) is in Eq.1.23.

S′(t) = f(t, σ)⊗N ′γ(t)

N ′γ(t) =
A

τF
e
− t
τF +

B

τS
e
− t
τS +

C

τI
e
− t
τI

(1.23)

In Eq.1.23: A=0.188, B=0.738, C=0.074 for a MIP in LAr. In Fig. 1.15 is shown the
expected LAr + TPB scintillation light distribution S'(t), from Eq.1.23.

Figure 1.15: Expected LAr+TPB scintillation light photons time distribution.
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Chapter 2

LArIAT: Liquid Argon TPC In A

Testbeam

LArIAT stands for Liquid Argon TPC In A Testbeam.
This experiment is part of the LArTPC neutrino program at Fermilab.[29]

A full characterization of the LArTPC technology performance is considered of fun-
damental interest for the development of the Intensity Frontier Program in the US,
especially for the SBN and LBN programs for precise neutrino oscillation physics and
proton decay searches.
The LArIAT program consist in a full calibration of the Argon TPC in a dedi-

cated beam line. (See pictures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.)
The experiment is focused on the study of all the charged particles that could emerge
from SBN/LBN neutrino interactions in Liquid Argon; therefore the detector is placed
on a beam of charged particles of known type and momentum, in the momentum range
from 0.2 to 2.0 GeV/c. The aim is to characterize the signal from di�erent particles
in the LArTPC and to �nd criteria to discriminate among them. The charged particle
testbeam will help to develop and validate the o�-line software tools of particle identi-
�cation, calorimetry and event reconstruction without relying solely on simulations.

Figure 2.1: LArIAT TPC before it was
settled inside the cryostat

Figure 2.2: LArIAT cryostat in the
beamline in MCenter - FTBF
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Figure 2.3: LArIAT TPC cryostat and beamline detectors at MCenter - FTBF

2.1 LArIAT main goals

LArTPC detectors o�er full 3D imaging, good particle identi�cation and precise calori-
metric reconstruction.
The principal features that make high purity Liquid Argon detectors so interesting are:
the electromagnetic shower reconstruction and separation of e-/gamma induced showers
by the characteristic energy loss at the beginning of the shower, the determination of
muon charge via its endpoint capture or decay, the identi�cation of pions and kaons
through the analysis of their interactions in Liquid Argon, the combined study of the
deposited energy by ionization charge and scintillation photon yield.

2.2 Testbeam and beam line

At FTBF a primary beam of high energy protons (120 GeV) is targeted to a 25 cm thick
target to create secondary charged particles (mainly pions, 1 - 80 GeV range) for two
beamlines, MTest and MCenter. The MCenter line provides a collimated pion beam
that is targeted on a thin Cu-plate and collimated by a collimator and two bending
Fe-magnets; in this way we obtain the LArIAT dedicated tertiary beam composed by
mainly pions and protons with momentum tunable between 0.2 and 2.0 GeV/c, as a
function of the magnetic �eld. The tertiary beam is monitored by a set of Time of
Flight (ToF) counters, a set of Wire Chambers (WC), two Aerogel counters (AG), an
Halo Veto, a Muon Range Stack...[30] [31] (See Fig.2.3 and Fig.2.5.)

The expected particle composition of the tertiary beam is shown in Fig. 2.6 for a
π+ secondary beam on Cu-target for 0.35 T/100 A (magnetic �eld- current intensity)
con�guration of the Fe-bending magnets that provides high energy tuned particles (500
MeV/c - 2.0 GeV/c momentum). It is possible to obtain a low energy tuned tertiary
beam (200 MeV/c - 700 MeV/c momentum) with 0.175 T/50 A magnets con�guration.
The charge of the particles that are driven to the TPC can be selected by changing the
polarity of the bending magnets.
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Figure 2.4: View of FTBF (Fermilab Test Beam Facility).[32]

Figure 2.5: Schematic reconstruction of the tertiary beam line at MC7 - MCenter.

Figure 2.6: Expected tertiary beam composition for π+ on Cu-target after the bending
Fe-magnets - high momentum tuned - +100 A current on the magnets.

The ToF counters along the beamline are necessary to make Particle IDenti�cation
for the incoming particles to the TPC. The UpStream ToF scintillation counter is placed
after the collimator, while the DownStream ToF is placed close to the TPC beam-
entering window. The ToF evaluation can make us distinguish among protons, kaons
and pions, since protons are slower than kaons and pions, due to their higher mass.
The distinction between pions and muons is not feasible at this stage because the time
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of �ight of these two particles is quite close in this energy range and with our ToF
detectors temporal resolution is not possible to distinguish between these two species.
We hope to manage also to achieve pion to muon identi�cation by the coupling the ToF
measurements to Aerogel counters response and to the study of the topologies of the
interactions seen in the TPC. (See Fig.2.7 and 2.8). The coincidence of the ToF signals
with WC signals is also used as the former trigger for the system to select particles
coming from the Cu-target and getting through the TPC.

Figure 2.7: Time of Flight vs reconstructed momentum for tertiary beam particles.(MC
simulation)

Figure 2.8: Time of Flight distribution for tertiary beam particles. (Data) See beam
composition π+:p ≈ 2:1.
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2.3 LArIAT: TPC for ionization free charge collection

The liquid argon-related part of the experiment consists of the LArTPC detector, the
LAr scintillation light detectors, the LArTPC read-out cold electronics, the liquid argon
cryostat, and the cryogenic system connected to the cryostat for liquid argon cooling
and puri�cation.

The vacuum-insulated cryostat and the inner detector TPC are pre-existing compo-
nents from ArgoNeuT experiment [23] [24].

Liquid argon is contained in a stainless-steel, vacuum-jacketed and insulated cryo-
stat. The cryostat shape is cylindrical with convex end-caps. The main axis of the
cryostat is horizontal and oriented parallel to the beam. The cryostat has a wide neck
on the top that serves as access path for signal cables from the LArTPC and from
the internal instrumentation, as well as for the high voltage (HV) feed-through. The
cryostat has a �beam window" to reduce the amount of material upstream of the TPC
active volume along the beam line, a connection for the Argon cooling and puri�cation
system and a connection �ange for the scintillation light readout system.

The TPC consists in rectangular box structure in which anode wires are tensioned
at one side and at the other side we �nd the cathode plane.
The active volume is 47 cm (width) x 40 cm (height) x 90 cm (length), corresponding
to a volume of 170 liters of Liquid Argon.

The anode wire spacing - pitch δs - is 4 mm in all planes. There are three wire
planes to see the drifting electrons inside the TPC. (See LArTPC: principles of operation
Par.1.2.3.)
The �rst plane, the �Shield plane�, contains 225 parallel equal length wires, vertically
oriented with respect to the ground and perpendicular to the beam axis. This plane is
not instrumented for the readout and serves to shape the electric �eld near the wire-
plane and to shield the outer, instrumented planes against induction signals from the
ionization charges while they are drifting through the LArTPC volume. The second,
�Induction", plane consists of 240 wires oriented at +60deg relative to the beam axis.
Electrons induce signals on this plane only after crossing the Shield plane and moving
toward (bipolar current pulses). The third plane, the �Collection� one, is made up of 240
wires oriented at -60deg relative to the beam axis. Electrons are collected onto these
wires at the end of their drift (unipolar current pulses). The wires of the induction and
collection planes are of varying lengths.
The cathode is a G10 plain sheet with copper metalization on the inner surface opposite
the anode wire planes; its biased at negative high voltage. The electric �eld is uniform
over the entire TPC drift volume with a nominal value of 500 V/cm from the cathode
to the anode planes, with a maximum drift length of ≈ 47 cm.
Induction and collection planes wires are read with dedicated cold electronics: cold
preamp motherboard cards with ASIC chips, designed by Brookhaven National Lab,
are mounted over the TPC inside the cryostat. The ASIC signals for each wire are then
driven to out of the vessel DAQ boards that act as waveform recorders.
In Fig.2.9 there is a schematic view of the LArIAT TPC mechanism and in Table 2.1
there are its nominal speci�cations and features.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic view of LArIAT TPC.[30]

TPC dimensions 40 h × 47 w × 90 l cm3

TPC (active) volume 170 liters

Max. Drift Length (TPC width) ld = 470 nm

Number of wire-planes 3 (2 instrumented- I, Cl)

Interplane gaps width lg= 4 mm

Wire pitch (normal to wire direction) δs = 4 mm (all planes)

Number of wires (total) 705
Shield plane (S) 225 (non-instrumented)

Induction plane (I) 240 (instrumented, wire index: nIw
Collection plane (C) 240 (instrumented, wire index: nCw

Wire Orientation (w.r.t. horizontal) 90deg S , + 60deg I, - 60 deg C

Non-destructive con�guration Electric Field (EF) nominal
Drift volume Ed= 500 V/cm

S-I gap Eg1= 700 V/cm
I-C gap Eg2= 900 V/cm

Electron drift velocity at nominal EF value 1.59 mm/µs

Max drift time at nominal EF td = 295 µs

Table 2.1: LArIAT TPC nominal speci�cations and features.[24]
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2.4 LArIAT: LAr scintillation light collection system

LArIAT's light collection system consists of an array of two high quantum e�ciency
cryogenic photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and three Silicon Photomultiplier Detectors
(SiPM). They were deployed in Liquid Argon and mounted behind the wire planes of
the TPC. The assembled system is shown in Figure 2.10, 2.11 and 2.13.
The PMTs were used in previous tests and experiments by the WArP collaboration [35];
however the SiPM preampli�er boards were custom-designed for LArIAT (See Chapter
5).
The LAr scintillation UV photons are wavelenght shifted into optical by covering the
whole TPC with TPB coated re�ective foils. [33] See Fig.2.12.

Figure 2.10: Schematic view of Scin-
tillation Light Collection System with
PMTs

Figure 2.11: Schematic view of PMT
and SiPM inner �ange support.

Figure 2.12: TPB coating of the boundary surfaces of the TPC volume and its wave-
length shifting e�ect on LAr scintillation light.

Light collection system:

• Hamamatsu R-11065 PMT [36]: 3-inch diameter head-on PMT with low radioac-
tivity and high photon detection e�ciency,
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• Electron Tubes Limited (ETL) D757KFL PMT [37]: 2-inch diameter PMT;
the two PMTs have been speci�cally designed to operate under cryogenic tem-
peratures and their operating voltage in Liquid Argon is within -1300 and -1500
V.

• SensL MicroFB 60035 SiPM with an OPA656 opamp,

• Hamamatsu S11828-3344M 4x4 SiPM array with an ADA4891 opamp,

• Hamamatsu S11828-3344M 4x4 SiPM array with an OPA656 opamp;
the SiPM features, the circuit schematics and the tests we made before the instal-
lation in the cryostat are described in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.13: PMTs and SiPMs boards mounted to the inner �ange of the cryostat.

The SiPM response to LAr scintillation light would be discussed in Ch.5 Par.5.2.4.

The scintillation light readout is now used only for triggering purposes and measure
of TOF; the aim is to extend its use for calorimetric energy reconstruction.
This improvement is achieved by measuring the fraction of energy deposited into scin-
tillation light and using pulse shape discrimination for PiD.
We expect an improvement of the calorimetric energy resolution up to a factor two when
the scintillation light signal would be combined with TPC charge signal.[34]

2.5 TPC cryogenics and purity controls

The parameters of Argon inside the cryostat need to be monitored continuously, to
maintain the medium at liquid phase, in a su�cient amount and with a low level of
impurities contamination.
Level and pressure of LAr are monitored with a control system sitting inside the cryostat;
since LAr inside the cryostat evaporates with time, every week there is a LAr re�ll. The
pressure is monitored to maintain always vacuum inside the cryostat.
There is also a thermo-resistor system to check the temperature or Argon inside the
vessel; having a temperature of 90 K ensures the medium is in the liquid phase.
Moreover there is a puri�cation �lter outside the cryostat to remove electronegative
impurities from Argon �owing into the vessel. Electronegative impurities are expected
to have a very low concentration: oxigen O2 ' 0.003-0.140 ppm; H2O ≤ 0.050 ppm;
nitrogen N2 ≤ 0.7 ppm.
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2.6 Trigger and DAQ

The LArIAT trigger and DAQ system consists of modular electronics and computer
systems which initiate detector read-out, do analog to digital conversion, interface and
synchronize with the accelerator system, store raw data on disk, transfer data to archival
storage and conduct �rst pass data quality monitoring. The system is made by com-
mercial VME electronics from CAEN, a VME time to digital converter for the beamline
time of �ght system, and a readout system for beamline wire chambers.

A CAEN V1495 board is used to perform the Trigger of the whole detectors system.[39]
It is a VME board, which can be directly customised by the User through two pro-
grammable FPGA.
For LArIAT experiment 16 trigger input signals are used, see Fig. 2.14. Through the
FPGA con�guration �le �V1495.con�g� it is possible to de�ne di�erent trigger condi-
tions - trigger output paths, with several logic combinations of the input signals.
For example:
<trigpat0>
<inreg>0x1104</inreg>
<cntreg>0x1070</cntreg>
<on>BEAMON USTOF DSTOF WCCOINC3OF4</on>
<o�>HALO</o�>
</trigpat0>
The former trigger output path is the one that selects particles from the beam that
cross the whole beamline and get to the TPC.
Moreover it's possible to add a delay to the trigger and to set some combinations of
signals as a VETO.

Figure 2.14: CAEN V1495 board - Trigger Inputs

Waveforms from beamline detectors and optical devices (PMTs and SiPMs) inside
the cryostat are collected using two CAEN V1751 boards (For v1751 boards inputs, see
Table 2.2.). They are both fed by the V1495 fast trigger. Each has a unit boardId and
produces CAENFragment raw data objects.
The CAEN V1751 Waveform Digitizer [40] is VME module housing 8 Channel 10 bit
1 GS/s Waveform Digitizer with 1 Vpp input dynamic range; the range that has been
set for our purposes is 204 mV, so 1 ADC count corresponds to 0.2 mV. The input
channel provides a programmable voltage o�set in the ± 0.5 V range too; we used this
feature to adjust baseline o�sets on our signals. The time window can also be adjusted
by user maintaining the same sample frequency (1 GS/s); we've started with a 7.168 µs
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time window, but after preliminary studies on the signals collected by PMTs and SiPMs
we've moved to a 14.336 µs window that could allow us to sample over all the slow LAr
scintillation component (τS) signal tails, to study single photoelectron response of the
optical devices.

boardId Channel Input signal

8 0 US TOF 1

8 1 US TOF 2

8 2 DS TOF 1

8 3 DS TOF 2

8 4 AG US E

8 5 AG US W

8 6 AG DS E

8 7 AG DS W

9 0 TPC PMT 1 (Ham.)

9 1 TPC PMT 2 (ETL)

9 2 TPC SiPM 3 (Ham.B)

9 3 TPC SiPM 2 (Ham.A)

9 4 TPC SiPM 1 (SensL)

9 5 beam halo ampli�ed

9 6 beam halo ampli�ed

8 7 AG Cosmic 1

Table 2.2: V1751 Waveform Digitizer boards inputs: beamline detectors and optical
detectors in the TPC.
US = upstream, DS=downstream; AG = aerogel counter; TOF = Time of Flight coun-
ters; TPC PMTs and SiPMs are the optical devices deployed in LAr. For a schematic
of the beamline detectors placement see Fig.2.5.

2.7 Control systems

There are several online slow control systems at LArIAT test beam [38]:

• ACNET : The Accelerator Control NETwork is a system of computers that mon-
itors and controls the accelerator complex. They are interfaced to users through
consoles in the FTBF Control Room. We use ACNET for beam monitoring in
MCenter beamline. (See Fig.2.15 and 2.16)

• Synoptic: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for representation of real-time data;
allows to create plots in a simple way, and eventually set data to control system.
We use it basically for whole beamline overview, power voltage and counts moni-
toring of the beamline detectors as well as for TPC monitoring (cathode and wire
planes voltage, PMTs and SiPMs deployed in LAr operating voltage and cryogenic
controls). (See Fig.2.17)

• Run Status Webpage (http://lariat-wbm.fnal.gov/lariat/run.html): it shows the
current run time evolution, the beam main informations and the trigger condi-
tions.(See Fig.2.18)
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• (Near-real-time) DQM (http://lariat-daq01.fnal.gov:5000/): It's a webpage, de-
veloped by J.Ho (Univ. of Chicago), connected to lariat-daq, continuously up-
dated with data-blocks from all the VME boards in the trigger and acquisition
system and monitoring plots (like ToF distribution, hit time from the MWPC
which gives us an information on the beam pro�le...) from the DAQ stream of
raw data for each spill.

• Event viewer: the online event viewer collects all the pulses recorded by the DAQ
for each wire on the Induction and Collection planes and plots their amplitude in a
2-D plot (wire number vs drift time), resulting in a two-dimensional representation
on two views of the event happening inside the TPC. It is useful to make beam
tuning, to reduce intensity and halo particles, and also to study noise e�ects on
the wires, changing their bias voltage and/or the parameters of the ASICs (gain
and �lter). (See Fig.2.19.)

Figure 2.15: ACNET: MCenter Beam-
line Parameters

Figure 2.16: ACNET: Beam pro�le
from beamline Wire Chambers

Figure 2.17: Synoptic: LArIAT Test-Beam Overview
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Figure 2.18: LArIAT Run Status webpage (Screenshot)

Figure 2.19: Event viewer: example of a �non-clean� event collected in the TPC, with
possible sources of noise and halo particles.
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Chapter 3

Pion interaction processes in Liquid

Argon

Pion interaction with matter was a central topic in particle physics for decades.
Extensive experimental studies were performed with pion beams. Di�erent materials
were used as a target, from light to heavy elements, like He, Li, C, Fe, Pb...
The interaction processes are in general well understood based on strong hadronic in-
teraction models.[41][42] [43]
Argon, Ar, target was used for some dedicated pion experiments but in general experi-
mental data for π-Ar interactions are spare.
Current MC simulation codes, like Geant, use interaction models for Ar based on ex-
trapolations from data with lighter or heavier elements.

The goal of a dedicated pion run with LArIAT is to develop pion identifcation
algorithms based on their interaction modes in Argon and to exploit direct and precise
measurement of the pion-nucleus cross-sections to reduce the uncertainty on the hadron
interaction models adapted in MC simulations for Ar target.
The software/analysis oriented part of my activity at FNAL with LArIAT has been
a Monte Carlo study of pion interactions in Liquid Argon, the development of a data
analysis code to evaluate pion-nucleus total cross section and a possible identi�cation
method for di�erent interaction channels.
Next step will be applying this analysis to real data acquired from LArIAT TPC, as
described in Ch.4 (preliminary studies).

The ultimate goal is to possibly reduce the systematic error related to π interaction
uncertainty in neutrino ν interaction (neutrino energy reconstruction and event topology
recognition in future experiments with LAr detectors.

3.1 Charged pion interactions with nuclei

Pions have very large hadronic interaction cross sections with nuclei, especially nearby
the ∆ resonance region (80 MeV-400MeV).
Therefore pion interactions with nuclei play an important role for neutrino physics. In
fact pions are frequently produced in neutrino interactions with nuclei for Eν in few
GeV range, as described in Ch.1 Par.1.1.3.
In Fig.3.1 is shown an ArgoNeuT event: νµ interaction with Ar nucleus producing a
charged pion.[25]
In Fig.3.2 and Fig.3.3 there are the momentum spectra for secondary particles pro-
duced in neutrino interactions, for LBNB beamline (<Eν> ≈ 3 GeV) and Booster
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Neutrino Beamline/SBNE (Eν ≤ 1 GeV). In Fig.3.4 there is the momentum distrubu-
tion of charged pions produced in ν-nucleus interactions, from Booster neutrinos; this
momentum distribution is compared with the charged pions momentum ranges that are
accessible from LArIAT tertiary beam.
In order to reconstruct the incident neutrino energy from the outgoing particles, the
pion total energy needs to be measured.

Figure 3.1: An example of CC Coherent pion production from a neutrino in ArgoNeuT:
νµ + Ar → µ− + π+ + Ar. The neutrino's incoming direction is along the horizontal
coordinate; the muon track corresponds to the most forward going one. A kink in the
pion trajectory is visible.[25]

Figure 3.2: Momentum distribution of the secondary particles produced in neutrino
interactions, for LBNB neutrino beamline (Long Baseline Experiments).
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Figure 3.3: Momentum distribution of the secondary particles produced in neutrino
interactions, for BNB Booster neutrino beamline (Short Baseline Experiments).

Figure 3.4: Momentum distribution of the charged pions produced in neutrino interac-
tions, for BNB. The charged pions momentum ranges accessible from LArIAT tertiary
beam are superimposed.

To �rst order, the pion in the nucleus (N) can be considered as interacting with
individual �free� nucleons either p or n (quasi-free approximation). We can give estimate
of the pion-nucleus hadronic interaction cross section by means of the �classical�
de�nition of the total cross section, using the optical potential:

σtot ≈ πR2 (3.1)

where R is the �e�ective� nuclear radius for the interaction. The average nuclear radius
R is de�ned as :

R ≈ R0A
1/3

with R0= 1.2 fm, Fermi radius for nuclei.
For Argon, 40Ar, A=40: R ≈ 4 fm → σtot ≈ 500 mb.
This is supposed to be an estimate of the pion interaction cross section order of mag-
nitude, that is so expected to be few hundreds mb. We can easily see that strong
hadronic interactions (π-nucleus) have very high cross section compared to the weak
neutrino interactions discussed previously (σπ−nucleus ≈ 1010 σν−nucleus).
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Let's consider now the pion-nucleus total cross section σtot for a pion traveling
through a target.
In general the target is not a single particle, but a slab of material containing many
di�usion centers; we'll assume the target centers uniformly distributed and the target
thin enough not to have one center sitting in front of another one (de�nition of thin
target).
The cross section contains the strength of the interaction coupling between the incident
particle and the target medium. We can de�ne a total cross section σtot(E) for a given
energy E at the interaction point as the integral of the di�erential cross section dσ

dΩ(E,Ω)
over all solid angles.
If we consider a small thickness x (thin target), the survival probability in that distance
as:

Psurv(x) = e−
x
λ = e−Nσtotx (3.2)

and the interaction probability:

Pint(x) = 1− e−
x
λ = 1− e−Nσtotx (3.3)

where λ is the mean free path - interaction length, the mean distance traveled by a
particle before su�ering an interaction, and σtot is the total interaction cross section per
nucleon.
Assuming the density of scattering centers N for a target, with nuclear mass A and
density ρ (NA=6.022x1023, Avogadro Number):

N =
ρNA

A

we can write the total cross section per nucleon in terms of interaction length:

σ(E) =
A

λ(E)ρNA
(3.4)

To perform an experimental measurement of the pion-nucleus total cross section
we aim to scan di�erent pion initial energies and count how many interactions Nint have
happened or not Nsurv.

Nsurv= Ninc −Nint (3.5)

where Ninc are the number of pions shot onto the target, Ninteraction are the number of
them which have experienced an interaction inside the target.
From the rate of interactions at each energy we can calculate the total cross section σtot
from:

Nsurv(x,E) = Nince
−σtot(E)Nx (3.6)

where x is the target thickness (cm), along the incident pion direction, N is the scat-
tering centers density in the target (cm−3) and and σtot (cm

2) is the total cross section
per nucleon.

The total pion-nucleon cross section σtot calculated with this method and its sta-
tistical error, assuming in this case a known �xed number of incident pions Ninc, are
shown in Eq.3.7:

σtot = ln(
Ninc

Nsurv
)

1

Nx

∆σtot =
1

Nx

1

N2
surv

Ninc∆Nint =

=
1

Nx

1

N2
surv

Ninc

√
Nint

(3.7)
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Nint counts follow a binomial distribution, since the pion could either interact in thick-
ness x or survived and cross that target. Since for a thin target, the number of interac-
tions Nint is very low while the number of incident particles Ninc can be high enough,
we �nd ourselves in the Poisson distribution limit for Nint; this is the reason why I've
assumed a Poisson statistical error on Nint in Eq.3.7.

When the �thin target� approach is not applicable, i.e. the case of thick target

experiments, to get a precise evaluation of the pion cross section dependence on energy,
it is necessary to have the information about the energy lost by the pion while crossing
the target before the interaction, i.e the energy of the primary particle at the interaction
point. For this reason we have to take in account the primary particle energy deposition
by collisions with atoms of the medium before the interaction happens.

The average energy loss (or stopping power) dE
dx (MeV/cm) for a charged particle

is well described by the Bethe-Bloch formula, see Eq.3.8, which takes in account the
quantum-mechanical calculation of the energy transfer from the incident particle to the
atom of the medium causing an ionization or an excitation of the latter. It treats the
energy loss as a uniform and continuous process.

−dE
dx

= Kz2Z

A
ρ

1

β2
[
1

2
ln(

2mec
2β2γ2Tmax
I2

)− β2 − δ

2
− C

Z
] (3.8)

in which: K=0.307075MeV cm2

g .
For example:
Target - absorbing material (LAr): density ρ=1.396 g

cm3 , ZA=0.45059, mean excitation
potential I=188eV.
Incident particle (Pion+/-): z2=+1, β = v

c and γ = 1√
1−β2

are the relativistic values

for the incident particle, the maximum energy transfer in a single collision Tmax ≈
2mec

2β2γ2 (if M � me, with M mass of the incident particle and me electron mass).
δ is the �density correction�, which becomes important for high energies of the incident
particle. It describes the fact that the electric �eld of the primary particle polarizes the
atoms along its path and electrons far from the path of the particle are shielded from
the full electric �eld intensity and the collisions with them contributes less to the total
energy loss.
C is the �shell correction�, which becomes important when the velocity of the incident
particle is comparable or smaller than the orbital velocity of bound electrons in the
absorber, so the Bethe-Bloch formula assumption that the electron is stationary with
respect to the incident particle is no longer valid. In general this correction is very small
though.
Fig.3.5 show the Bethe-Bloch formula as a function of kinetic energy for several di�erent
particles (µ, π, K, p, d and α) in Liquid Argon.

We should note that, when the target is thin, it's reasonable to consider only the
pion-nucleus hadronic interactions, while for thick target experiments we should also
consider the possibility of pion decay (τπ = 2.6 x 10−8 s) in the target volume (decay
in �ight and decay at rest).

π+ −→ µ+ + νµ BR 99.98%

π− −→ µ− + νµ BR 99.98%

In case of a π decay at rest the 2-body decay constrains the µ± to have ≈ 5 MeV kinetic
energy and it shortly decays into a e±.
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Figure 3.5: The stopping power dE
dx as function of kinetic energy for di�erent charged

particles (p, K±, π±, µ±) in Liquid Argon.

For negative pions π− at the end of range (near stopping) another process has to be
taken in account: the capture at rest on target nuclei.
A stopping π− can be tighten around one target nucleus and move on a closer orbit
than an electron due to its higher mass. Then as soon as the pion sits in an orbit very
close to the nucleus surface it can be absorbed; the capture process is so �at rest� in the
nucleus reference system.
The nuclear capture of negative pions at rest leads in general to the emission of low
energy nucleons. First, the pion is absorbed on a cluster consisting of two or more
nucleons. The constituents of this cluster share most of the energy of the incoming
pion, basically the pion rest mass, among each other. In the case of absorption on
a two-nucleon cluster, this leads to the back to back emission of the nucleons with
approximately equal energy (≈ 70 MeV, half of the pion mass). The removal of the
capturing cluster frequently leaves the residual nucleus in a highly excited state from
which it decays �rst through particle emission and later through radiation. The particles
emitted by this mechanism are generally of low energy and are emitted isotropically.
Negative pion π− capture at rest on nuclei for high A, nuclear mass, is dominant over
π− decay �at rest� for low energy pions.

3.2 Hadronic interaction channels: Final state topologies

Let's now discuss the di�erent strong interaction processes a pion can undergo while
crossing a target. The pion energy is here assumed in the range ≈ [100 MeV - 2 GeV].
Many hadronic interaction channels are available and the pion total cross section can
be decomposed in �elastic� and �reaction� channels:

σtot = σel + σreac

σreac = σinel + σabs + σchex + σπprod
(3.9)

The interaction channels in Eq. 3.9 can be listed according to the pion multiplicity in
the �nal state:

(a) 0 π in the �nal state:
- Pion Absorption, σabs: it occurs on bound nucleons and it's enhanced near the
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∆-resonance region. Absorption on single nucleons in nuclei is highly suppressed
(absorption by a single free nucleons is forbidden by energy conservation), therefore
this process should occur on at least two nucleons system:

• 2-body absorption (back-to-back emission)

π+(np) −→ pp BR 19% π−(np) −→ nn

• 3-body absorption

π+(pnn) −→ ppn BR 31% π−(pnn) −→ nnn

π+(ppn) −→ ppp BR 12% π−(ppn) −→ pnn

• Multi-body absorption, e.g. absorption on α cluster

π+(ppnn) −→ pppn BR 10% π−(ppnn) −→ pnnn

(b) 1 π in the �nal state:
- Elastic scattering , σel, on nucleus/nucleon N, which is left in ground state
(�pion kink�):

π+ +N −→ π+ +N

π− +N −→ π− +N

- Charge exchange, σchex:

• Single Charge Exchange: charged pion converts in a neutral pion

π+ + n −→ ∆+ −→ π0 + p

π− + p −→ ∆0 −→ π0 + n

• Double Charge Exchange: charged pion converts in a pion with inverted charge

π+ +N −→ π− + nucleons

π− +N −→ π+ + nucleons

- Inelastic scattering, σinel:

• �Pure� Inelastic scattering: Nucleus excited, low lying bound states are popu-
lated

• Inelastic reaction with nucleons knock-out:
- Nuclear break-up with nucleons and/or fragments knock-out
- Delta resonance excitation and decay (Ekinπ ≈ 150-200 MeV):

π+ + p(target) −→ ∆++ −→ p(nucleon knock-out) + π+

π+ + n(target) −→ ∆+ −→ n(nucleon knock-out) + π+

π− + p(target) −→ ∆0 −→ p(nucleon knock-out) + π−

π− + n(target) −→ ∆− −→ n(nucleon knock-out) + π−

- Inelastic products from Final State Interactions (FSI): while the pion comes
out from the nucleus, the nucleons produced in its �rst interaction can expe-
rience other successive interactions inside the nucleus and other particles can
be emitted (e.g. deuteron, α particles)
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(c) ≥ 2 π in the �nal state:
- Pion Production, σπprod, (E

kin
π > 500 MeV):

π +N −→≥ 2π + nucleons

In Table 3.1 are listed the pion cross sections as a percentage of the total value and
the actual values near the peak of the ∆-resonance region for carbon and iron.

% of Total in C % of Total in Fe σ in C σ in Fe

Total 630 mb 1700 mb

Elastic 35% 40% 210 mb 700 mb

Inelastic 33% 20% 210 mb 360 mb

�True� Absorption 25% 35% 160 mb 600 mb

Single Charge Exchange 7% 5% 45 mb 83 mb

Table 3.1: Summary of π+ cross sections (σ) in Carbon and Iron for Ekinπ = 205 MeV.
[50] [47]

The pion-nuclear interaction can be separated in three di�erent domains depending
on the kinetic energy of the incident pion: low-energy region 0< Ekinπ ≤ 80 MeV, the
∆-resonance region 80 MeV < Ekinπ ≤ 400 MeV, high-energy region Ekinπ > 400 MeV.
In the low-energy region the pion mean free path inside the nucleus is much longer
than the distance between nucleons ( ≈ O(1 fm)) and the interaction is weak, so the
pion can penetrate deeply in the nucleus. Elastic scattering and (two-body) absorption
phenomena play an important role in this region, they can be treated with optical
potential.
Moving from low-energy scattering to the ∆-resonance region, the features of pion-
nucleus interaction drastically change. The pion mean free path in the nuclear medium
is shorter than the average internucleon distance (λπ in nucleus ≤ 1 fm for Ekinπ ' 180
MeV), therefore the primary πN interaction takes places at the nuclear surface. The
pion-nucleus interaction in this region is dominated by the formation of the ∆ particle
and its decay inside the nucleus.

There have been several experiments measuring pion-nucleus total cross sections
on di�erent nuclei, especially in the ∆ resonance energy region, and studying the de-
pendence of the total cross section and the di�erent interaction channels on targets of
di�erent mass number A, as shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.[44] [45] [46]

The ∆-resonance structure is more prominent in the π-nucleus total cross section
σtot for nuclei with A≤50 as it can be seen on Figure 3.6. The peak energy is shifted
downward for increasing nuclear mass number A; the reason is partly kinematic and
partly due to the modi�ed propagation of the ∆ inside the nucleus. The width of the
resonance is more than the natural-decay width of the free particle and it increases
with nuclear mass number; it's due to multiple-scattering e�ects and it re�ects also the
coupling of the resonance to many-body reaction channels.
For �xed pion energy, the total cross section and the individual channel cross section
increase according to a power law for target of increasing mass number, A, as shown in
Fig.3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Pion-nucleus total cross-sections in the ∆-resonance region for π+ and π−.

On the left side there are the averaged cross section values, σav=
(σπ−−σπ+ )

2 ; on the right
there are the total cross sections for π+, σπ+ . The curves correspond to empirical �ts
to all the data assuming a Breit-Wigner shape. [45]

Figure 3.7: Nuclear mass (A) dependance of pion-nucleus interaction cross section for
di�erent interaction channels nearby the ∆resonance-region.[46]
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3.3 Geant4 stand-alone program for pion interactions on

Ar

As a �rst step in the study of pion interaction we proceed to the simulation of pion
interactions with di�erent material targets, eventually focusing on Ar, with a Geant4
stand-alone program (Geant4 version 10.1) [54] [55] [56].

Together with Dr.Hans Wenzel (Fermilab - Geant Team) we've developed a Geant4
simulation code for hadronic interactions on di�erent target materials (G4HadStudies).1

In the Monte Carlo simulation pions with kinetic energies in the [50 MeV,2 GeV]
energy range are sent on a �xed target. In case an interaction happens inside the target
thickness, the type of interaction is recorded as well as the secondary particles produced.
2. Every secondary particle produced in that interaction is put on the stack (G4 Stack-
ing Action) and its Pdg code, position and quadrimomentum are collected.

The Monte Carlo events produced by the Geant4 simulation are then analyzed
through a C++ module in Root.[57]

The aim of this calculation of the pion-nucleus total cross section through this
simulation is to provide a validation of Geant4 models for pion interactions [58]
in the energy interval of our interest, especially the FTFP_BERT physics list, where
the Bertini Cascade model is used for the pion interactions in this energy range, by
comparison with available cross section experimental data for several target materials.

The Bertini model [59] [60] generates the �nal state for hadron inelastic scatter-
ing on nucleon inside the nucleus and subsequent reinteractions of the �rst product
inside the nucleus (intra-nuclear cascade). 3The target nucleus is treated as an average
nuclear medium, in which the nucleons are assumed to have a Fermi gas momentum
distribution. The �nal state of each collision is sampled according to free-particle cross
section data. Clusters of nucleons are considered only in case of pion absorption which
requires at least dinucleons. Nuclear e�ects, i.e. secondaries which can interact with
other protons and neutrons inside the nucleus and so on until the last secondaries es-
cape the nucleus or are absorbed, are also taken in account. This model reproduces
detailed cross section data for nucleons, pions and kaons in the region below 1 GeV and
is expected to do reasonably well in the multi-GeV region.

The comparison of Geant4 pion hadronic cross section has been extended also to
the predictions of another MC generator, the Genie(version 2.8.2) Montecarlo.
GENIE [62] is a Neutrino Monte Carlo Generator used especially in Neutrino Physics
Collaborations. The GENIE model is universal. It handles neutrinos and nuclear tar-
gets, and all processes relevant from MeV to PeV energy scales. So it is possible to
have information on hadron-nucleus interactions too from Genie. For pion-nucleus in-

1Github Repository: https://github.com/hanswenzel/G4HadStudies
2Each time an interaction happens it's �agged with a proper value of the variable intType (inelastic

pion-nucleus scattering: �pionInelasticScattering� intType= 1, elastic scattering: �hadElasticScatter-
ing� int Type= 2 , pion decay in �ight and/or at rest: �decay� intType= 3, negative pion capture at
rest: �hBertiniCaptureAtRest� intType=4

3Since in particle-nuclear collisions the deBroglie wavelength of the incident particle is comparable
or shorter than the average intra-nucleon distance, the intra-nuclear cascade model (INC) describes the
interactions in terms of particle-particle collisions.
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teractions, Genie uses INTRANUKE hA model, which is a simpli�ed INC (intra-nuclear
cascade) data-driven model. Each particle has at most 1 interaction as it propagates
through residual nucleus. The hA model is tuned on di�erent particles cross section on
Fe target data.
I met Prof. S.Dytmann (University of Pittsburgh) who is the main author of all hadron-
nucleus interactions in GENIE and, since I was involved in pion-nucleus cross section
studies using Geant4 framework, we decided to compare results from Geant4 Bertini
Cascade model, Genie hA model and experimental data.

3.3.1 Thin Target Simulation

In the Geant4 stand-alone program (G4HadStudies) we've de�ned a disk (G4Tubs) as
a thin target for pion interaction, see Fig.3.8; we've set the target material (i.e G4_C,
G4_LAr...) [61] and dimensions in the input �le for the simulation. Pions of �xed
energy were shot with their momentum direction perpendicular to the disk surface. In
my simulations I generate 106 pions (π+, π−) of incident kinetic energy Ekinπ from 50
MeV to 2 GeV, with 50 MeV energy steps.

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the thin target for pion interactions simulated
in my Geant4 stand-alone program.

Using the method described in the previous paragraph and the Bertini Model for
hadronic interactions in Geant4 simulation, I've calculated the total, elastic and inelas-
tic cross sections for charged pions on thin targets of di�erent materials (Carbon C,
Calcium Ca, Beryllium Be, Lithium Li, Aluminum Al, Iron Fe, ...).

• π± - 12C Interactions
The �rst comparison is for charged pions π− and π+ on Carbon 12C target;
cross sections from simulations and experimental data (Clough [44], Allardyce
[48], Ashery [47]) are shown in Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.10.

From the cross section plots in Fig.3.9 and 3.10, we see there is good agreement
with data (total, elastic and reaction cross sections) and Geant4 predictions for
π− and π+ on Carbon target both in Delta resonance region and at high energies
(> 500 MeV). Genie predictions appear to give similar results as Geant4 in the
Delta resonace region, while for higher energies they show some particular features
(�bumps�) around 500 MeV and 900MeV. These should be due to the excitation
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of higher resonances in the hA model. Actually we could not conclude these reso-
nances really a�ect the cross section shape, as it appears from Genie predictions,
since the experimental data have a smoother distribution over energy (Ekinπ > 500
MeV) and they're well overlapped by the Geant4 prediction cross section shape.
The cross section is de�nitely enhanced in the Delta resonance region: for pions
in Carbon the total cross section close to 200 MeV is ≈ 700 mb, which is about
twice the value for energies far from the resonance excitation region, i.e Ekinπ >
500 MeV total cross section ≈ 300 mb.

Figure 3.9: Total, elastic and reaction cross section for π− on Carbon 12C within 50 MeV
- 1.2 GeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from Geant4
thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model), from Genie simulation (hA model) and
experimental data [44] [47] [48].
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Figure 3.10: Total, elastic and reaction cross section for π+ on Carbon 12C within 50
MeV - 2.0 GeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from
Geant4 thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model) and experimental data [44] [47]
[48][49].
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• π± - 56Fe Interactions
Since the Genie model is tuned on Fe cross section data, the same comparison has
been performed for π− and π+ on 56Fe target for energies around the Delta
resonance region (E=50 - 350 MeV). In Fig.3.11 and 3.12 the results are shown.

The cross section results are interesting. Basically, Genie well reproduces the to-
tal and elastic cross section for both π− both π+ on Iron in 50 MeV - 350 MeV
region, as expected since it was tuned on these experimental data. Geant pre-
dictions instead appear to underestimate the total cross section of about 600 mb
compared to the experimental data. Probably it is due to an unrealistic repro-
duction in Geant4 (Bertini model) of the elastic channel interaction probability
for high mass nuclei. 4

Figure 3.11: Total and elastic cross section for π− on Iron 56Fe within 50 MeV -
350 MeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from Geant4
thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model), from Genie simulation (hA model) and
experimental data [47].

4For high mass nuclei maybe the treatment of the nucleus as an uniform medium fails and/or the
elastic interaction probability has to take in account for multi-body collisions, not only single nucleon
subsequent collisions as Bertini model does.
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Figure 3.12: Total and elastic cross section for π+ on Iron 56Fe within 50 MeV -
350 MeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from Geant4
thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model), from Genie simulation (hA model) and
experimental data [47].
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• π± - 40Ca Interactions
We're interested in charged pions cross sections on Ar, which has nuclear mass
A=40. There are no experimental cross section data on Ar target. However some
data are available for π interaction on 40Ca, a nucleus of same nuclear mass as
Ar.
The simulation of π - 40Ca interaction has been performed to provide a closer
term of comparison in view of the π - 40Ar studies.

Fig.3.13 shows the expected total and reaction cross sections for π− on Calcium
from Geant4 (Bertini model) and Genie (hA model). There are also superimposed
the available experimental data of reaction cross section, from [48], for E > 500
MeV. We can observe that Geant4 and Genie predictions for E>500 MeV quite
overlap and well reproduce at least the few reaction cross section experimental
data we have from literature. Instead for energies nearby Delta resonance region,
Genie and Geant4 predictions are quite di�erent: Genie model appears to predict
a higher cross section (≈ 1600 mb total cross section) than Geant (≈ 1300 mb)
at the peak and the Delta resonance peak is shifted to a bit higher energy than
the same in Geant4 prediction. Actually we don't have experimental data in this
region to validate one model or another.
This reinforces the need of experimental data on Ar, since the available models
on nuclei of similar nuclear mass, as Ca, seem not completely appropriate.

Figure 3.13: Total, elastic and reaction cross section for π− on Calcium 40Ca within
50 MeV - 1.0 GeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from
Geant4 thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model), from Genie simulation (hA
model) and experimental data [48].
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• π± - 40Ar Interactions
For the Geant4 stand-alone simulation code, we've used Bertini cascade for charged
pion interactions in LAr as well as Intranuke hA for the simulation with Genie.
In Fig.3.14 are shown total and reaction cross section plots for π− on Ar (A=40)
from Genie hA model and from Geant4 thin target simulation with G4HadStudies
code.

As already seen for Calcium, the Delta resonance region cross section is more
enhanced in the Genie hA model than in the Geant4 Bertini one (total cross
section at peak: 1900 mb Genie hA model, 1300 mb Geant4 Bertini model), while
for E>500 MeV they both give similar values (≈ 800 mb total cross section).
These �expected cross section� plots would be reference values to compare with the
�rst charged pions on Ar cross section measurements from LArIAT experiment,
to check e�ciency and acceptance of our system and the cross section calculation
method. When we'll produce trusty cross section measurements for pions in LAr
that could cover the whole 50 MeV - 2 GeV region, they could be used for Geant4
and Genie model tuning and/or validation.

In the plots in Fig.3.15 and 3.16, the interaction cross section dependence on
energy for π− and π+ on LAr thin target produced through Geant4 stand-alone
program (G4HadStudies) is shown.
In my simulation and analysis code I've also tried to �nd selection criteria to
discriminate among the several reaction channels (absorption, charge exchange,
inelastic scattering, pion production), which are plotted on the following �gures
too. The selection criteria were mainly based on the multiplicity of the secondary
particles produced:

� Absorption channel: no pions in the �nal state neither charged pions π−, π+

nor neutral pions π0

� Single charge exchange: 1 π0 and no charged pions in the �nal state

� Double charge exchange: 1 charged pion of the opposite sign of the incoming
pion and no π0 in the �nal state

� Inelastic: 1 charged pion in the �nal state, corresponding to the incoming
pion, and no π0

� Pion production: all the rest (more than 1 π0 or 1 π0 and charged pions or
no π0 and more than 1 charged pions...)

From the plots in Fig.3.15 and 3.16 we can observe that the main contribution to
the total cross section appears to come from Reaction channels, i.e σreact ≈ 3 *
σel all over the energy range.
At energies near the ∆ resonance region the Absorption channel is dominant while
for higher energies the Pion Production channel gives the main contribution to
the interaction cross section.
In Table 3.2 there are the percentages of the di�erent interaction channels for π+

in the ∆ resonance region (Ekinπ =200 MeV) obtained from the LAr thin target
simulation; we can see the reaction channels have a reasonable agreement with
the percentages for π+ on Carbon and Iron from the experimental data shown in
Tab.3.1 at the same energy. Instead the percentage over the total of the elastic
cross section is strongly less than for Carbon and Iron, so probably there is not a
completely correct representation of the hadronic elastic interaction for pions in
the Geant4 MC framework (and in Genie too).
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Figure 3.14: Total and reaction cross section for π− on (Liquid) Argon 40Ar within
50 MeV - 2.0 GeV pion kinetic energy range. Comparison of cross section results from
Geant4 thin target simulation (Bertini cascade model) and from Genie simulation (hA
model).

Figure 3.15: Interaction cross section (several channels) for π− on (Liquid) Argon 40Ar
within 50 MeV - 2.0 GeV pion kinetic energy range from Geant4 thin target simulation
(Bertini cascade model).
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Figure 3.16: Interaction cross section (several channels) for π+ on (Liquid) Argon 40Ar
within 50 MeV - 2.0 GeV pion kinetic energy range from Geant4 thin target simulation
(Bertini cascade model).

Geant4 (Thin target) % of Total in LAr σ in LAr

Total 1105 mb

Elastic 25% 280 mb

Inelastic 25% 276 mb

Absorption 38% 450 mb

SCEX 7% 80 mb

Table 3.2: Summary of π+ cross sections (σ) in LAr for Ekinπ = 200 MeV fro Geant4
thin target predictions.

Another way to analyze the pion-nucleus interaction cross section is to consider a
�xed kinetic energy (or very short energy range), plot the experimental data for di�erent
target materials and extrapolate the cross section expected for the Ar target,
at that energy. In this way we can also compare Geant4 and Genie pion cross sections
predictions for di�erent mediums in those energy ranges.
The total and reaction cross section vs nuclear mass A, comparison plots for two energy
ranges for π−:

• ∆ resonance region (130 - 150 MeV) (See Fig.3.17 and 3.18 for π−)

• �Flat� high energy region (for this region, I've chosen 900 MeV energy value to
make the comparisons to be far from the resonance region) (See Fig.3.19 and 3.20
for π−)
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Figure 3.17: Total π− cross section vs Nuclear Mass (A) in the ∆ resonance energy
region. Geant4 and Genie predictions and experimental data [44] [47]. The error bars
for Geant and Genie cross section predictions are very small and may be hidden by the
markers dimensions.

Figure 3.18: Reaction π− cross section vs Nuclear Mass (A) in the ∆ resonance energy
region. Geant4 and Genie predictions and experimental data [47]. The error bars for
Geant and Genie cross section predictions are very small and may be hidden by the
markers dimensions.
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Figure 3.19: Total π− cross section vs Nuclear Mass (A) at 900 MeV. Geant4 and Genie
predictions and experimental data [44].

Figure 3.20: Reaction π− cross section vs Nuclear Mass (A) at 900 MeV. Geant4 and
Genie predictions and experimental data [48].
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So we can extrapolate the expected total cross section in LAr, A=40, from the plots
of the total cross section experimental data for pions on di�erent targets for a �xed
energy.
For π−, see Fig.3.17 and 3.19:

• σtot ≈ 1500 mb in ∆ resonance energy region (130-150 MeV)

• σtot ≈ 800 mb in �Flat� region at 900 MeV

Using this approach, the total cross section we expect for π− in LAr in ∆ resonance
energy region should be a bit higher than the Geant4 Bertini prediction (≈ 1300 mb)
and lower than the Genie prediction (≈ 1900 mb), see Fig.3.14.

We �t the Reaction cross section to the data points in the plots in Fig.3.18 and 3.20
with the empirical equation, suggested in Allardyce paper [48]:

σreac = CAn (3.10)

The �t results (parameter n) obtained for π− Reaction cross section vs nuclear mass,
A, in the two energy ranges previously described are listed in Table 3.3.

Energy region Reaction cs parameter n

∆ resonance 130- 150 MeV from Data [47] 0.595 ± 0.033

∆ resonance 130- 150 MeV from Geant4 0.605 ± 0.002

∆ resonance 130- 150 MeV from Genie 0.546 ± 0.002

900 MeV from Data [48] 0.677 ± 0.007

900 MeV from Geant4 0.721 ± 0.003

900 MeV from Genie 0.612 ± 0.003

Table 3.3: Table of the �t results for Reaction cross section vs A using the empirical
formula in Eq. 3.10, for experimental cross section data [47] [48] and Geant4 and Genie
cross section predictions.

We see there is a reasonable agreement among Reaction cross section data and
Geant4 and Genie predictions; while there isn't such a good agreement for the total
cross section; as previously said, it could be due to the model used in Geant4 and Ge-
nie to simulate hadronic elastic pion interactions that does not well reproduce the real
interaction process.

3.3.2 Thick Target Simulation: LArTPC simpli�ed geometry

After having studied the main features of the pion interaction in thin targets, the next
and main task of the MC study is to extend it to the thick LAr target case, the LArIAT
TPC geometry, developing a dedicated simulation code (G4HadStudiesLArTPC).5

Dimensions ans density of the target correspond to the LArIAT TPC active volume, so
that the MC result with the thick Ar target here reported will provide a �rst indication
on the expected behavior of the pion cross section from the LArIAT measurements.
A box (G4Box) of 40 cm height x 47 cm width x 90 cm length (thickness along beam

5Github Repository: https://github.com/inutini/G4HadStudiesLArTPC
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axis) corresponds to the LAr active volume inside the TPC, see Fig.3.21.
The FTFP_BERT physics list and Bertini cascade model for hadronic interactions sim-
ulation in Geant4 has been selected.

Figure 3.21: Schematic representation of the simpli�ed LArTPC target for pion inter-
actions simulated in my Geant4 stand-alone program.

We estimated the interaction probability inside the whole target - TPC volume
through the relative fraction of interactions bin by bin in incident kinetic energy.

In Fig.3.22 and 3.23 are shown stacked histograms in which is plotted the fraction of
pions that experience an hadronic interaction (with di�erent channels displayed) or not,
normalized to the total number of incident particles shoot for each �xed initial kinetic
energy (each bin corresponds to 50 MeV steps, total energy range 50 MeV - 2 GeV).
For example, for π− with 250 MeV incident kinetic energy, corresponding to ≈ 360
MeV/c incident momentum 6, only 10% of these pions would cross all the TPC volume
without experiencing an interaction; 20% of them would undergo elastic scattering on
nuclei and 30% of them would be absorbed.
We see that pions with initial kinetic energy higher than 200 MeV are very likely to
interact at least once in the whole TPC volume (80 - 90 % of them experience an
interaction). Low energy pions ( < 150 MeV ) while crossing the LAr volume deposit
more energy and tend to stop quite soon (before half of the TPC thickness, e.g for
a 150 MeV incident π its stopping range is almost 40 cm), sometimes before having
experienced an hadronic interaction; at that point they could decay (or be captured by
the nuclei, for π− ) while at rest.

For the thin target MC cross section results, the pion mean free path for hadronic
interactions in LAr is expected to be less than the TPC thickness (90 cm) in the whole
energy range from 50 MeV to 2 GeV, from Eq.3.4, so most of the pions will experience
at least one interaction in the volume:

λ(Ekinπ = 130− 150MeV ) ≈ 32cm(∆ resonance region)

λ(Ekinπ = 900MeV ) ≈ 60cm
(3.11)

6The relativistic relation between total energy and momentum:

E =
√
p2c2 +m2c4

E=mγ c2, Ekin = m(γ-1) c2 , where m is the rest mass of the particle and γ is its cinematic parameter.
For a charged pion: m = 139.57 MeV/c2
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Figure 3.22: π− expected interactions in LArTPC volume vs pion initial kinetic energy
- Stacked histogram (from Geant4 thick target simulation).

Figure 3.23: π+ expected interactions in LArTPC volume vs pion initial kinetic energy
- Stacked histogram (from Geant4 thick target simulation).
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To estimate the pion cross section on Ar from the data in the thick target TPC
volume we developed the method described below.
I've called this approach �Sliced TPC� . It makes use of the �ne granularity and of the
high resolution (spatial and calorimetric) of the LArTPC.
The two wire planes of the TPC are composed by 240 wires oriented at +/- 60◦ at 4
mm distance. Each wire thus collects signals (∝ energy released) in a 60◦ inclined 4
mm thin slab of Liquid Ar. The TPC depth is thus geometrical sliced in 240 adjacent
thin slabs viewed by either the collection or the induction plane.
It is rather �natural� to subdivide the TPC volume in 240 slices of ∆x = 4 mm/sin(60◦)
≈ 5 mm thickness along the x axis, i.e. direction of the incident particle (pions).
This thick target simulation is performed �at particle level�, i.e. no other detector
features are taken into account and simulated, except for the slices geometry in the LAr
TPC volume, that allows to apply for each slice the cross section calculation for a thin
target (see Fig.3.8).

To do so however we should consider �rst that the pion kinetic energy at the inter-
action point is di�erent (lower) from the initial kinetic energy due to loss of energy via
collisions (ionization/excitation) with LAr atoms while crossing the medium.
To take this e�ect in account I applied the Bethe-Bloch energy loss formula, see Eq.3.8,
to estimate the energy deposition along the track. Since the particle slows down and
changes its γ and β values in the Bethe-Bloch formula while crossing the medium, I've
used this information to evaluate the expected dE

dx (x is the coordinate along the beam
direction - TPC thickess) step by step (slice by slice). 7The kinetic energy of the particle
after crossing the n-th slice is:

Ekinn = Ekininc − Σn
i=1(

dE

dx
)i∆x

At each step/slice the MC thus returns the kinetic energy of the pion entering the
slice and the information if (or not) an interaction occurred in the slice.

In my analysis code I book two histograms in energy h_Ninc and h_Nsurv with
the energy range subdivided in 50 MeV bins. When a pion enters the TPC h_Ninc is
�lled multiple times, once per slice with the current kinetic energy of the pion crossing
that slice. h_Nsurv is �lled whenever a particle hitting a slice crosses that without
interacting. For each incident particle, the process of �lling the histograms is repeated
until the particle either exits the last slice of the TPC or �disappears� in one slice
(hadronic interaction or decay/ capture at rest). In particular, in case an hadronic
interaction has happened at a slice with kinetic energy Ekini , a count is added to the
current bin of h_Ninc, but no counts are added to the same bin of h_Nsurv. In case of
a decay in �ight or a stopping particle in a slice, a count is added to the bin of h_Ninc

and one count is added to the bin of h_Nsurv, since the particle has not experienced a
hadronic interaction but is�disappeared� as primary particle track.

Then the ratio Nsurv
Ninc

for each energy bin (NsurvNinc
(Ei) is evaluated. Then, using Eq.3.7

for a target thickness ∆x= 1 cm (two slices), the pion cross section σtot(E) is �nally
obtained.
The statistical error for the cross section for each kinetic energy takes in account two
contributions: ∆Ninc and ∆Nsurv. The statistical error on the total cross section, from
Eq.3.7, thus becomes:

7The Geant4 simulation code (G4HadStudiesLArTPC) uses G4Stacking action, that collects the
informations of the secondary particles produced but does not collect the track informations (energy
deposit and position) step by step, which is done instead by the G4Step action. This is the reason why
I've evaluated the energy deposition along the track using the Bethe-Bloch formula directly.
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σtot = ln(
Ninc

Nsurv
)

1

Nz

∆σ2
tot =

1

(Nz)2
[(

∆Ninc

Ninc
)2 + (

∆Nsurv

Nsurv
)2]

(3.12)

Ninc and Nsurv counts for each bin of the histograms previously described follow a multi-
nomial distribution. The number of incident particles Ninc for each energy can be high
enough (it depends on the tertiary beam intensity) for each energy bin; therefore we've
seen the number of particles that cross the whole TPC volume without experiencing an
hadronic interaction Nsurv would be very low compared to the incident �ux. We �nd
ourselves in the Poisson distribution limit for Ninc and Nsurv; this is the reason why
I've assumed a Poisson statistical error on Ninc and Nsurv in Eq.3.12.

Then I've compared the cross section dependence on pion kinetic energy (at interac-
tion point) obtained with this �Sliced TPC� approach with the same plot obtained for
pions with �xed incident kinetic energies on a LAr thin target (see previous paragraph);
both of these results come from Geant4 simulation with Bertini model for hadronic in-
teractions.

In Fig.3.24 there is a schematic representation of this �Sliced TPC� method.

Figure 3.24: Schematic representation of �Sliced TPC� approach to calculate pion in-
teraction cross section (see Eq.3.6) from LArTPC tracks.
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The kinetic energy of the incident π+ and π− in my simulation was sorted under a
normalized distribution (Pdf) in two energy ranges corresponding to two beam settings
of the LArIAT tertiary beam (2 × 105 pion generated in total, using GPS, General
Particle Source, in Geant4 to generate the incoming pions according to the predicted
tertiary beam pro�le). Fig.3.25 shows the two normalized kinetic energy distributions
for π− from the LArIAT tertiary beam pro�le, that have been used for sorting the
incident π− kinetic energy in the simulation.

Figure 3.25: π− Incident kinetic energy distributions in the two energy ranges corre-
sponding to two beam settings of the LArIAT tertiary beam. (Low Energy: - 50 A/
0.175 T on Fe-bending magnets. High Energy: - 100 A/ 0.35 T.)

The cross section results of my simulation for π+ and π− in these two energy ranges
applying the �Sliced TPC� approach are shown in Fig.3.26 and Fig.3.27.
Here I've used 1 cm thickness for the slices and 50 MeV energy bins for h_Ninc and
h_Nsurv histograms.
The statistical error we can obtain with this energy step selection is: ∆σtot

σtot
≈ 1 - 5 %

on average.
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Figure 3.26: π− Total cross section kinetic energy dependence from Geant4 MC simu-
lation for the two energy ranges obtained applying the �Sliced TPC� approach to the
LArTPC thick target. The values of energy in the plot correspond to the pion kinetic
energy at the interaction point in the TPC volume. Energy spacing: 50 MeV.

Figure 3.27: π+ Total cross section kinetic energy dependence from Geant4 MC simu-
lation for the two energy ranges obtained applying the �Sliced TPC� approach to the
LArTPC thick target. The values of energy in the plot correspond to the pion kinetic
energy at the interaction point in the TPC volume. Energy spacing: 50 MeV.
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The results for the total cross section calculated with the �Sliced TPC� approach
are compared with the values obtained for LAr �thin target� simulations with Geant4
and with Genie in Fig.3.28.
The cross section values calculated with the thick target method well reproduces the
thin target predictions (in Geant4 framework).

Figure 3.28: π− Total cross section kinetic energy dependence from MC simulations:
comparison towards Geant4 and Genie predictions for a LAr thin target and extrapo-
lated cross section with �Sliced TPC� approach in a Geant4 Bertini based simulation of
the LArTPC thick target.
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In Table 3.4 there is a summary of the percentages over the total number of incident
pions of the di�erent processes (hadronic interactions, decays, π− capture at rest...)
that can happen at π± in the LArTPC volume in the energy ranges of the LArIAT
tertiary beam.
The reaction channel is dominant towards the elastic scattering in the two energy ranges
for both charged pions.
Pions from the low energy beam have a higher percentage of decays, since they can both
decay in �ight but they can stop shortly in LAr volume and decay at rest too. However
for low energy π− the capture process is dominant if compared with the decay.

In Fig.3.29 are shown the histograms (50 MeV energy bins) of the processes experi-
enced by π− for di�erent initial kinetic energies (Low energy π− beam spectrum) and
in Fig.3.30 the same histograms are �lled with the evaluated energy at the �interaction�
point for these pions.
From Fig.3.29 we can see that π− within this initial kinetic energy are most likely to
experience an hadronic interaction while crossing the LAr volume.
However part of π− with initial kinetic energy Einkin ≤ 250 MeV tend to slow down and
are more likely to be captured by Ar nuclei than to decay. The kinetic energy of a π−

that experience a �capture at rest� process is actually concentrated in the �rst bin, as
shown in Fig.3.30.
The decay process for π− is slightly more likely for pions in �ight, as we can see in
Fig.3.30, in which the energy spectrum of the e�ective kinetic energy of pions that ex-
perience a decay is enhanced more around 200 MeV than at lower energies.

% Survived % Elastic Sc. % Reaction % Decays % π− capture

π− LE 8.6% 22% 60% 2.1% 6.7%

π− HE 21% 17% 59% 1.3% 1.3%

π+ LE 10% 20% 60% 9.4% //

π+ HE 22% 16% 59% 2.8% //

Table 3.4: Expected π± percentages of hadronic interactions (Elastic scattering and
Reaction channel), decays and π− captures experienced by the incoming pions in the
LArTPC volume for di�erent energy ranges. (from Geant4 MC simulations)
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Figure 3.29: Low energy π− beam spectrum. Distribution of incident, hadronic in-
teracting, decaying and captured at rest pions in the LArTPC volume vs their initial
(incident) kinetic energy Einkin. (Geant4 MC simulation)

Figure 3.30: Low energy π− beam spectrum. Distribution of hadronic interacting,
decaying and captured at rest pions in the LArTPC volume vs their kinetic energy at
the �interaction� point Ekin. (Geant4 MC simulation)
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In conclusion the main results of my MC analysis are reported in Fig.3.26 and
Fig.3.27.
These are the predictions for charged pion (π+, π−) total interaction cross section on Ar
that can be achieved applying the �Sliced TPC� method to our thick target experiment.
These plots are a fundamental hint for future studies on real data, since they provide
an expectation value for the cross section experimental results.

Summary:

The results of this analysis of pion interaction in Liquid Argon based on simulated data
in Geant4 MC framework can be here summarized:

• The Geant4 Bertini model for hadronic interactions has been validated for pions
for several target nuclei (12C, 40Ca, 56Fe...) through comparison with experimen-
tal data. Moreover the Geant4 Bertini model and also the Genie hA model still
need to be improved for intermediate nuclear masses A range (as Ar, A=40) for
energies near the ∆ resonance region.

• The �Sliced TPC� approach to evaluate charged pion- Ar nucleus interaction cross
section in a thick target experiment, as LArIAT TPC volume, gives same results
as a thin target experiment; so it could be applied to real data (pion tracks) to
evaluate the cross section for pion interactions in LArTPC.
For LArIAT experiment, with our actual beam intensity, it appears that in the
current beam conditions we would need two weeks of continuous data acquisition
for each �xed pion charge (π+, π−) to acquire enough data to process later with
the �Sliced TPC� technique to achieve a statistical error of less than 10 % on total
cross section σtot, calculated with 50 MeV energy steps.

• Next step would be to apply the �Sliced TPC� approach to real reconstructed
tracks from LArIAT TPC to get out an evaluation of charged pion-Ar nucleus
cross section (systematic errors need to be estimated).
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Chapter 4

LArIAT: Data collection and

preliminary analysis

4.1 Commissioning and �rst runs

LArIAT was commissioned in February 2012. The MCenter beamline in FTBF [32] had
to be readapted for LArIAT experiment purposes.
We had the �rst beam runs from summer 2014 to test beamline detectors while Ar-
goNeuT TPC was refurbished for LArIAT purpose, the group from BNL was completing
the cold electronics readout that would be mounted over the TPC inside the cryostat
and we were testing and setting up the light collection system too. In November 2014
the TPC was put inside the cryostat on the beamline.
After the last tests and surveys, the TPC was �lled with Argon on 29th April 2015.
On Thursday, April 30, the TPC wire planes and the cathode were powered on at their
nominal voltage and we started taking data.
Luckily we had beautiful tracks at �rst try. In Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2 are shown the �rst
cosmic track and one of the �rst beam events collected by the LArTPC.

Figure 4.1: First events collected in the TPC - 30/04/2015: track of a cosmic ray
crossing the TPC.
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Figure 4.2: First events collected in the TPC - 30/04/2015: beam particle track in the
TPC.

We run the test beam for 24 hours a day while tuning the beam, the TPC readout
performances and the DAQ issues and taking data. This �rst run lasted about three
months, until the 4th of July, after which the cryogenic system and the detector itself
will undergo upgrades to prepare for longer follow-up runs.

4.2 TPC Event Imaging

The non-destructive con�guration of the wire-planes and the individual wire signal
readout/recording, described in Par.2.3, allow for imaging of the ionization event in the
LArTPC volume.

In LArIAT TPC each of the two instrumented wire-planes provides a two dimen-
sional image corresponding to the event projection on a plane whose axes are identi�ed
as �wire coordinate� and �time coordinate�. Both coordinates are discrete, in terms of
the wire-number in the plane (nw, from 1 to 240 for both Induction and Collection) and
of the time tick of the signal digitization (nt, from 1 to 3072 samples).
A schematic view of the wire plane geometry and of the reference coordinate frames are
shown in Fig.4.3. The two projection-planes are indicated as (w; t) for the Collection
and (v; t) for the Induction. The two planes have the time coordinate in common. The
wire-coordinates lie along the wire pitch directions.
A 2-D image of the ionization tracks in the event is obtained for each projection plane.
It is possible also to see the recorded waveforms Vnt of each wire in the plane, exploited
through the signal waveform processing. The signal pulse amplitude (i.e. the local
ionization charge release) is coded into the color level of the image pixelation.
Image reconstruction in 3-D can be accomplished by combining information from the
two 2-D views (see Par.4.4). The reference system (x; y; z) adopted for such spatial
reconstruction is also indicated in Fig.4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the LArIAT TPC and the reference frames adopted for 2-D
and 3-D imaging of the ionization events. The coordinates (w; t) for the Collection view
and (v; t) for the Induction view are explicitly indicated in terms of wire index (nI;CW
and wire pitch (δs) for the wire coordinate and time tick index (nt) and sampling time
(δt) for the time coordinate.

4.3 Pion interaction events collected in the TPC

Some events collected in the LArTPC are here displayed.
Event display - 2 views: top view is Induction Plane, bottom view is Collection plane).
From Fig.4.4 to Fig.4.13 are shown the di�erent topologies of di�erent pion processes
in LAr: hadronic interactions, decays, π− capture, as discussed in Chap.3 Par.3.2. As
discussed in Chap.3 Par.3.3.2, a pion can also experience multiple interactions inside
the LArTPC active volume, as we can see in Fig.4.11 and Fig.4.12.
Other beam particles, as electrons and protons, and their tracks and interactions in
LArTPC volume are here shown in Fig.4.14 and Fig.4.15.
Some cosmic events are represented in Fig.4.16.
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Figure 4.4: π+ Absorption on Ar nu-
cleus with 2p in the �nal state.
π+(np) → p p

Figure 4.5: π+ Absorption on Ar nu-
cleus with 3p in the �nal state.
π+(npp) → p p p

Figure 4.6: Pion π elastic scattering
(one kink).

Figure 4.7: π− Single charge exchange.
π− + p → ∆0 → π0 + n.
The neutral pion π0 quickly decays in
two gammas which initiate two electro-
magnetic showers.
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Figure 4.8: π− Inelastic scattering on
Ar nucleus. The pion is back-scattered
and a neutron n is knocked-out, then it
is captured by another nucleus and it is
converted in a proton.
π− + n(target) → π− + n (knock-out)

Figure 4.9: π+ Inelastic scattering on
Ar nucleus. The pion is scattered and
a proton p is knocked-out.
π+ + p(target) → π+ + p (knock-out)

Figure 4.10: High energy charged pion
interaction with Ar nucleus, with many
pions production (3 charged pions) and
a few nucleons are knocked out (2 p).

Figure 4.11: Multiple hadronic inter-
actions experienced by a charged pion
crossing the LAr volume.
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Figure 4.12: π− Double elastic scatter-
ing and then it is captured at rest by
Ar nucleus and low energy nucleons are
emitted.

Figure 4.13: π+ Decay at rest.
π+ → µ+ + νµ,
µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ

Figure 4.14: Electron induced shower (electron coming from the tertiary beam) at left
and gamma induced shower (e.g. gamma coming from π0 decay happened outside the
TPC volume) at right.
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Figure 4.15: Proton track. The proton is a heavily ionizing particle and tends to stop
quickly in LAr volume.

Figure 4.16: Cosmic triggered events.
Hadron interaction (π) with 4 p at the vertex at left. High energy deposition of a
crossing cosmic (µ) at right.
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4.4 Event Reconstruction

The pulse signals on the TPC wires are collected and analyzed through LArIATSoft,
a dedicated framework for Liquid Argon TPC tracks reconstruction for our speci�c ex-
periment. [65]
With the Event Viewer, previously described, it is possible to achieve a 2-D track recon-
struction of the event on the Induction and Collection planes; it is useful for studying
the topologies of the interactions of incoming particles with Argon nuclei.
To achieve a 3-D reconstruction of the event it is necessary to match the hits/clusters
which have the same drift time in the two views.
It is also possible to measure of the energy deposit along the track (calorimetry), after
a calibration of the electronics response to the collected charge (ADC - pC).

The aim is to achieve a complete and precise event reconstruction of identi�ed par-
ticles (pions, muons, protons...) crossing or experiencing an interaction in the LArTPC
active volume. After that, the following step would be to make charged pion interaction
cross section studies, since pions are the main component of LArIAT tertiary beam,
and a complete characterization of the LArTPC response.

4.4.1 Event Reconstruction in LArIATSoft

The LArIATSoft o�ine software code [65] is organized within the LArSoft package [64],
a common framework for the simulation and data reconstruction/analysis of LAr-based
experiments at Fermilab.
The general structure of the o�ine event reconstruction chain is well established, while
the individual steps are subject to continuous improvement. The event reconstruction
development has focused on straight-line tracks, along with vertex �nding algorithms,
for charged particles tracking. More complicated pattern recognition software is cur-
rently being developed for the reconstruction of electromagnetic showers.
At each beam-spill, the LArIAT Art-event structure recorded by the DAQ system con-
tains N triggers, in which N is how many times during the beam-spill duration (4 s) one
of the selected triggers in V1495 board is �red; for each trigger 2 × 240 digitized signal
waveforms from the wires in the Induction and Collection planes are collected.
When a packet of electrons (e.g. a segment of an ionization track crossing the TPC)
is detected by a wire, a pulse above baseline is generated within the drift time interval
of the recorded waveform from this wire. The shape of the pulse is di�erent for wires
in the Induction-plane and in the Collection-plane due to the geometrical and electrical
con�guration of the TPC planes (bipolar signal of crossing electrons in Induction plane,
unipolar signal of collected electrons in Collection plane).
The raw pulse is converted in a LArSoft readable data format and associated to its
trigger inside the Art-event (that corresponds to the spill, for us) [StandardFragment-
ToDigit module]. Next step is signal identi�cation, noise �ltering and reshaping [Calwire
module]; then the pulse is converted into a �hit� characterized by its peak amplitude
and coordinates in the wire-time plane [HitFinder module]. The o�ine procedure then
uses the hits from both planes to fully reconstruct the ionizing tracks in the event, i.e.
the space-coordinates of the hits associated to the track and the energy deposited at
those coordinates [Cluster modules, Track modules....].

The o�ine reconstruction chain can be summarized in the following steps:

• Raw waveform treatment and noise �ltering.
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• Hit construction and identi�cation.

• Clustering proximal hits and Two dimensional (2D) line reconstruction.

• Three dimensional (3D) track reconstruction and Vertex �nding

• Calorimetric reconstruction of deposited energy.

• Track matching with the beamline detectors (Wire Chambers: track direction and
incident particle momentum; ToF, Aerogel counters and µ Range Stack: particle
identi�cation).

4.4.2 Preliminary reconstruction of pion tracks in the TPC

Actually there is a huge e�ort of all the LArIAT collaboration to have each step of
the whole reconstruction working properly, from the beamline auxiliary detectors beam
track reconstruction, with PID and incident momentum measurement, as well as the
TPC events reconstruction and eventually the matching between these two informations
for a complete characterization of each beam particle that goes through the TPC LAr
volume.

I am working in the development for LArIAT purposes and in a preliminary test of
the reconstruction chain for the events in the TPC, from LArSoft existing modules. At
this moment the TPC reconstruction chain is producing 3-D tracks for crossing particles
and particles that experience an elastic and inelastic scattering.

The preliminary TPC event reconstruction chain is here summarized:

• Conversion from raw data to LArIATSoft readable data: FragmentToDigit module

• TPC wires signals - noise deconvolution: CalWireT1034 module

• TPC wires signals - hit �nding: GaussHitFinderT1034 module (Each pulse on
the wires, with an amplitude and time width over a de�ned threshold, is �tted
with a gaussian function and if the χ2 of the �t is within a de�ned value, a hit is
associated to that pulse.)

• Hits clustering: DBClusterT1034 module (For each wire plane hits that are close
to each other and have coherent amplitude values are grouped together in clusters.)

• Simple 3-D Tracking: SpacePointsT1034 module (Hits and clusters on the two
views are matched if they fall within a certain time interval, then a 3-D point is
reconstructed; collections of spacepoints are grouped into 3-D tracks.)

Two reconstructed pion tracks, with an elastic kink, in the TPC volume are here
reported as an example of the status of the 3-D reconstruction for LArIAT events.
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• Run 5835 spill 46: Positive polarity, 60A - low momentum selection (200 MeV/c
- 700 MeV/c):
From the ToF counters: ToF = 33 ns → PID: π+ (See. Fig.2.7 in Chap.2)
From the Wire Chambers: Incident Kinetic Energy Ekininc ' 250 MeV
From the TPC 3-D reconstruction:
Entering point in the TPC ~x0 = (27.9423, 7.2, 0.46188) cm
Interaction point [kink] ~x1 = (18.4483, 8.0, 70.6677) cm
The track length until the interaction point: | ∆~x | = 70.85 cm. The Kinetic
Energy at the Interaction point is here evaluated using the Bethe-Bloch energy
loss formula, applied step by step for each point of the track, since the calorimetry
modules haven't been reedited and updated for LArIAT data yet. Ekinint ' 87 MeV.
See Fig.4.17 and Fig.4.18.

Figure 4.17: 2-D Event display: Run 5835 spill 46. pi+ (low momentum) experiencing
an elastic scattering in the TPC volume.

Figure 4.18: Preliminary 3-D reconstructed track for pi+ elastic scattering event. Run
5835 spill 46.
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• Run 5798 spill 7: Positive polarity, 100A - high momentum selection (500 MeV/c
- 2.0 GeV/c) From the ToF counters: ToF = 32 ns → PID: π+ (See. Fig.2.7 in
Chap.2)
From the Wire Chambers: Incident Energy Ekininc ' 500 MeV
From the TPC 3-D reconstruction:
Entering point in the TPC ~x0 = (31.0324, 8.8, 0.46188) cm
Interaction point [kink] ~x1 = (25.7294, 11.6, 58.4278) cm
The track length until the interaction point: | ∆~x | = 58.30 cm. The Kinetic
Energy at the Interaction point is here evaluated using the Bethe-Bloch energy
loss formula, applied step by step for each point of the track, since the calorimetry
modules haven't been reedited and updated for LArIAT data yet. Ekinint ' 351
MeV.
See Fig.4.19 and Fig.4.20.

Figure 4.19: 2-D Event display: Run 5798 spill 7. pi+ (high momentum) experiencing
an elastic scattering in the TPC volume.

Figure 4.20: Preliminary 3-D reconstructed track for pi+ elastic scattering event. Run
5798 spill 7.
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As soon as we will have all the reconstruction steps working properly, for di�erent
interaction topologies, we could apply the �Sliced TPC� approach to real reconstructed
tracks, with the energy deposit information from calorimetry modules and the point
of interaction from the vertex �nders, to calculate the total hadronic interaction cross
section for charged pions in LAr (systematic errors need to be estimated).
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Chapter 5

LArIAT Scintillation Light

collection R&D: Front-end

electronics for SiPMs

While collecting the ionization charge from the TPC, we aim to improve the energy
resolution of the whole detector system, detecting the scintillation light produced in
Liquid Argon too.
Actually two di�erent light collection systems are mounted for �rst tests in the cryostat,
two UV-sensitive PMTs and three SiPMs, as described in Chapter 2.
The idea is to �gure out which of the two could have better performance in terms of
timing, energy resolution and behavior in cryogenics.
I have been involved in the development and test of front -end electronics for SiPMs
devices.

5.1 SiPM technology

The Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) is a semiconductor-based detector consisting in a
high density matrix of diodes with a common output load.
Each diode is operated in a limited Geiger-Muller mode (Geiger Mode Avalanche Photo-
diode, GM-APD), in order to achieve gain at the level of 106 and comparable to PMTs.
They have the capability of detecting signals of single photons.
The SiPM is a detection tecnology developed for counting photons in the wavelength
range between 320 nm up to 900 nm (optical range) with a peak sensitivity at 440 nm.
[66] [67] [68]

SiPMs are considered better to use in some circumstances due to their smaller size,
lower operating voltage and insensitivity towards magnetic �elds compared to PMTs.
Furthermore, they have a higher photon detection e�ciency (PDE).
The disadvantages compared to PMTs include especially noise phenomena such as the
temperature-dependent dark noise, afterpulsing and optical crosstalk, which instead de-
pends on overvoltage.
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5.1.1 SiPM: Principles of operation

The SiPM is operated in the Geiger-Muller region, which means that it's inverse polar-
ized at Vbias > than Vbk (junction breakdown voltage).
When a photon hits the active area of the device- a single pixel/Geoger Mode Avalanche
Photodiode (GM-APD)-, producing a photoelectron, the latter will trigger an avalanche,
while drifting to the electrode and traversing the high-�eld region.
The single pixel/GM-APD capacitance Cd, which depends on the pixel size, discharges
from Vbias to Vbk with a time constant τd=Rd Cd (rise time), in which Rd is the equiv-
alent diode series resistance; at the same time the external currents grows from 0 to
Ilatch=

∆V
Rq

, where ∆V= Vbias-Vbk is the junction over-voltage and Rq is the quenching
resistor connected in series to the APD.
Then, when the number of carriers traversing the high-�eld region �uctuates to 0, the
avalanche is quenched. It is necessary to use a proper quenching resistor to let the
internal current decrease to a level such that statistical �uctuations may quench the
avalanche (turn-o� time).
So, Cd is charged fromVbk to Vbias until there is no more current �owing, with a time
constant τq = Rq Cd. The pixel/GM-APD 99% recovery time corresponds to ≈ 5τq .
The leading edge of the signal is much faster than trailing edge: τd � τq and turn-o�
mean time is very short (if Rq is su�ciently high, Ilatch ≈ 10-20 µA).

In Eq.5.1 and 5.2, are shown the variation of over-voltage Vover(t) and the external
current iext(t) of aGM-APD - single SiPM pixel, when a photon-induced avalanche
is triggered.

Vover(t) = ∆V [a(−e−
t
τd + e

− t
τq ) + 1] (5.1)

where ∆V depends on the Vbias applied to the SiPM and the value �a� depends on
the ratio of τd and τq for the device. The equation 5.1 is plotted for the SiPM SensL
MicroFB 60035 for room temperature behavior and shown in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Vover(t) for SensL MicroFB 60035 at 300K (τd ' 10ns and τq = 210 ns) and
∆V = +2.5V

iext(t) =
∆V

Rq
(1− e−

t
τd ) +

∆V

Rq
e
− t
τq (5.2)

Here we assumed 5τd
τq

�1. The equation 5.2 is plotted for the SiPM SensL MicroFB
60035 for room temperature behavior and shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: iext(t) for SensL MicroFB 60035 at 300K (τd ' 10ns and τq = 210 ns) and
∆V = +2.5V

Since the SiPM is an array of GM-APDs, each pixel outputs a pulse at the same
amplitude when it detects a photon.The SiPM output current pulse is so the superim-
position of multiple pixel pulses, as shown in Fig.5.3.
Each pixel ouputs only one pulse and this not vary with the number of incident photons;
this means that SiPM output linearity gets worse as more photons are incident of the
active area as well as when two or more photons enter one pixel.

When photons hit the SiPM at a particular timing, its output pulse height varies
depending on the number of photons detected; otherwise when the timing at which light
enters a SiPM is di�erent, the output pulse would be the convolution of the single pixel
response with the time distribution of the photons and the total number of photons
detected within a certain time period can be estimated by integrating the SiPM output
using an integrating ampli�er. This feature would be discussed in Section 5.1.3.

Figure 5.3: SiPM: Equivalent electric circuit and current signals of single photons.

It is possible to de�ne a Gain, G for the SiPM, as the charge (Q) of the pulse
generated from one pixel when it detects one photon divided by qe, the electron charge.
(See Eq.5.3):

G =
Q

qe
=
Ilatchτq
qe

=
∆V

Rq

τq
qe

=
∆V Cd
qe

(5.3)

For example, for the SiPM SensL MicroFB 60035 at 300K:Npixels=18980, CSiPM=3400pF
-> Cd = 0.18 pF; if ∆V= + 2.5 V, the expected gain G= 3 × 106.
For example, for the SiPM Hamamatsu Array S11828-3344M at 300K: Cd = 0.09 pF;
if ∆V= 100 mV, the expected gain G= 7.5 × 105.

The SiPM gain is temperature dependent since APD breakdown voltage Vbk, present
in ∆V , decreases quite linearly lowering the temperature. We can override this problem,
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reaching same gain at di�erent temperatures, varying Vbias too, such that ∆V still
remains the same value, as the one used at room temperature for example.

Since the gain G is linear with the over-voltage (see Fig.5.4), it appears that in-
creasing the bias voltage Vbias would result in better SiPM performance. However we
have to take in account that noise e�ects, as dark counts and afterpulses, which will be
described later, increase not linearly with bias voltage and it could a�ect the Photon
Detection E�ciency (PDE) of the device.

Figure 5.4: Single channel SensL Micro-FB series: Gain vs Overvoltage, for di�erent
pixel sizes - di�erent Cd (20 µm, 35 µm, 50 µm) at room temperature (300 K) [77].

The SiPM e�ciency can be described by the PDE parameter. The photon detection
e�ciency is the ratio of the number of detected photons to the number of incident
photons that hit the device. It can be parametrized as shown in Eq.5.4 and in Fig.5.5
is shown the PDE dependence on photon wavelength and overvoltage.

PDE =
Number of incident photons

Number of detected photons
= QE × P01 × FF (5.4)

where:
- QE(λ,T) is the quantum e�ciency, the probability for a photon to generate a carrier
that reaches the high �led region; it depends on the photon wavelength λ and on
temperature T;
- P01(λ,T, Vbias) is the avalanche triggering probability, the probability for a carrier
traversing the high-�eld to generate the avalanche; it depends on photon λ, temperature
and bias voltage Vbias applied (the higher the reverse voltage applied will result in the
higher P01);
- FF is the geometrical �ll factor, the ratio of the light detectable area to the entire
pixel area, due to dead areas, like structures between the cells; the smaller the pixel
size, the lower the FF factor.

The SiPM devices have internal noise sources:

• Dark counts: pulses triggered by non-photo-generated carriers (thermal/tunneling
generation in the bulk or in the surface depleted region around the junction); these
carriers are multiplied to constant signal level (1 pe), but the shape of the pulses
induced by them is not distinguishable by photon-generated ones. The dark count
rate varies with temperature, for a �xed gain:

DCR ≈ T 1.5e
− Eact

2KBT
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Figure 5.5: Single channel SensL Micro-FB series: PDE vs Wavelength, for di�erent
overvoltages at room temperature (300 K) for a 3 mm x 3 mm device (35 µm pixel)
[77].

where Eact is the e�ective band gap, that at low temperature is smaller that the
typical Eg value for silicon.

• �Optical� cross-talk: photo-generation during the avalanche discharge. Some of
these photons can be absorbed in the adjacent cells possibly triggering new dis-
charges. It strongly depends on ∆V : the higher the gain and the higher the car-
riers �ux (current) during an avalanche the more the possibility that secondary
photons are generated and detected by other pixels.

Pcrosstalk ≈ ∆V 2

To reduce this e�ect an optical isolation between cells is made by trenches (V
barriers) �lled with opaque material and the device might be operated at low
over-voltage.

• Afterpulse: carriers can be trapped by lattice defects during an avalanche and
then released triggering another avalanche, that would appear in the signal as an
additional pulse delayed in time; this noise e�ects depends on ∆V 2, since it in-
creases for higher avalanche trigger probability and higher carrier �ux during the
avalanche. The device is only partially sensitive to after-pulsing during recovery,
but recovery hides after-pulses (does not cancel them). For a �xed ∆V , the af-
terpulse probability increases with lower temperatures, because the characteristic
time constants of the traps increases.

5.1.2 Variation of SiPM behavior with temperature

In a constant temperature environment, the overvoltage ∆V applied to a SiPM deter-
mines its operational characteristics such as gain and PDE. Because temperature is an
important parameter a�ecting the opto-electrical characteristics of a p-n junction such
as the width of the depletion region, the breakdown voltage, band-gap energy, resistiv-
ity, and more, the operation of a SiPM will be strongly a�ected by this parameter.
It is expected that a SiPM would improve its performance if operated at lower tem-
peratures, since dark noise is attenuated, and it can be biased at lower voltage to
achieve the same gain as room temperature since breakdown voltage decrease with low
temperature.[69] [70] [71] [72]
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Silicon diode junction breakdown voltage Vbk(T ) has an almost linear dependence
on temperature until - 200◦, see Eq.5.5. Breakdown voltage decreases at low tempera-
tures due to larger carriers mobility. The change in breakdown voltage will obviously
have an e�ect on overvoltage; in fact the junction is expected to have larger ionization
rate for electric �eld �xed - �xed Vbias at lower temperatures.

Vbk(T ) = A+B × T (◦C) (5.5)

For example, for SensL SiPMs the slope coe�cient for the temperature dependence of
Vbk provided in the datasheets for several device dimensions and pixel pitches is B =
21.5 mV

◦C . So, since Vbk(T=300 K)= 24.5 V, the expected breakdown voltage for the
SensL MicroFB is expected to be Vbk(T = 90K) = 21 V at LAr temperature.

Another example of the SiPM temperature dependence is the recovery time of

a pixel from avalanche, τq. The characteristic time of the recovery is the RqCd
time constant determined by the values of the junction capacitance Cd and of the
quenching resistor Rq. For a given ∆V , temperature a�ects the width of the depletion
region and, thus, Cd. It also a�ects the resistance of the quenching resistor Rq. Thus,
the product of these two quantities can also change with temperature a�ecting the
recovery time. (See Fig.5.6.) As the temperature decreases, the Boltzmann distribution
implies a decreasing fraction of electrons in the conduction band and, thus, an increasing
resistivity of the semiconductor. The �rst-generation passive quenching resistors were
made from polysilicon; the resistivity of this material is strongly temperature dependent.
The polysilicon resistor increases the resistance when cooled, so RQ will increase and
the recovery time too. The solution that has been adopted for second-generation passive
quenching resistors is to use a metal alloy with high resistivity, which is less temperature
dependent. (See Fig.5.7.) 1 The junction capacitance, Cd, also varies a bit with
temperature, it increases with temperature.

Figure 5.6: Temperature dependence of the polysilicon quenching resistance (red) and
junction capacitance (blue) for Hamamatsu MPPC S10362.

1New generation Hamamatsu SiPMs have metal �lm quenching resistors, while SensL SiPM still
have polysilicon resistors.
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Figure 5.7: Hamamatsu MPPC: Recovery time vs. temperature (photosensitive area:
1 mm sq, pixel pitch 50 µm, typical example).[73]

5.1.3 SiPM response to LAr scintillation light

The direct SiPM response to LAr scintillation light can be considered as a convolution
between the photon distribution S(t) (see Eq.1.21) and the impulsive current response
of the device iext(t) (see Eq.5.2):

iSiPM (t) = S(t)⊗ iext(t) (5.6)

As discussed in Par.5.1.2, we should expect the quenching time τq at 90 K would be
higher than the value at 300 K, because of the increasing value of the quenching resistor
Rq at lower temperatures, especially if it is in polysilicon.
The analytic shape for the expected waveform for SiPM current read on scope 50 Ω
load resistance is shown in Eq.5.7 and Fig.5.8 (assuming τd � τq and negligible at a �rst
order of approximation for the SiPM).

Vout(t) = iSiPM (t)RL

Vout(t) ≈ −C1
A

τF
e
− t
τF − C2

B

τS
e
− t
τS + C3e

− t
τq

(5.7)

where τF ad τS are the characteristic time constants of LAr scintillation, A and B are
the parameters linked with the di�erent particle that crosses LAr volume, τq is the
SiPM quenching time and parameters Ci (i=1,2,3) come from the convolution integral
and depend on LAr time constants τF and τS , on the recovery time of the SiPM τQ and
on the current to voltage conversion.
We can see from Fig.5.8 that the rising edge of the waveform has a strong dependence
on parameters A and B, the fraction of scintillation light that is emitted from singlet
and triplet excited states; thereby their value depends on the incident particle, so the
Vout SiPM waveform in Eq.5.7 can be used to make Pulse Shape Discrimination and
particle identi�cation.[74]
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Figure 5.8: Expected Vout(t) read on the scope for SiPM SensL MicroFB 60035 at 90
K, for a MIP crossing LAr volume (A=0.3, B=0.7), assuming τq(T = 90 K) ≈ 2.5 µs
(instead of 210 ns at 300 K) for the device. On the right: zoom on the rising edge shape
of the signal Vout(t).

The event of a crossing particle exciting LAr which emits scintillations photons that
are collected by the SiPM can be summarized as a series of photon-initiated avalanches
in the SiPM microcells, with an early many-pe pulse from the fast decay of the singlet
state followed later by the slow decay of the triplet state. So if we collect the direct
SiPM waveform Vout(t), the information on the photon distribution would be present
in the rising edge of signal, if the scintillation distribution S(t) is not a δ(t) pulse as for
LAr.
In this case, when photons hit the SiPM active area at di�erent times, if we're interested
in photoelectron counting we need to use a preampli�er - integrating step after the SiPM
output.

If we consider adding a preampli�cation stage, its transfer function in the time do-
main is the one in Eq. 5.8, if the ampli�er is operated in transimpedance inverting mode.

RPA(t) =
Rf

τf − τD
(e
− t
τf − e−

t
τD ) (5.8)

where τF=Rf Cf is the feedback integration time (Rf and Cf are the feedback resistor
and capacitor) and τD is the preampli�er response time.

The SiPM + preampli�er impulsive response function RSiPM (t) for a single photo-
electron is:

RSiPM (t) ≈ iext(t)⊗RPA(t) (5.9)

Since multi photoelectron pulses represent a sum of single-pe pulses on di�erent
microcells that are produced within the SiPM response time τd, a waveform coming
out from the preampli�er represents simple sums of single-pe pulses (and associated
electronic noise) convolved with the SiPM's single microcell response function.
The voltage output signal from the preampli�er Vout,PA(t) is so the sum along time of
multiple SiPM integrated pulses RSiPM (t) with di�erent amplitudes, corresponding to
the scintillation photons that hit the SiPM active area at di�erent times, which follow
the S(t) scintillation distribution.
In Fig.5.9, an example waveform collected by a SensL MicroFB 60035 + Preampli�er
(SSP module - di�erential voltage ampli�er) from a cosmic ray crossing LAr volume in
TallBo experiment at Fermilab is shown. [75]
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The leading edge of the signal would be the sum of the �rst pe pulses from the singlet
decay, followed by a number of smaller pulses from the triplet decay.
The average signal over many Vout,PA(t) waveforms collected for similar events, pro-
ducing almost the same total number of photoelectrons (e.g. a cosmic muon crossing
the LAr volume), would have approximately the shape of S(t), the scintillation time
distribution.

Figure 5.9: An example waveform from scintillation light generated by a single-track
muon in LAr selected by the trigger in TallBo, recorded by SiPM. The early light multi-
pe pulses and the subsequent few-pe pulses are sums of single pe pulses convolved with
the SiPM's single microcell response function. Inset: Average single-microcell response
for a SensL MicroFB 60035 in LAr.[75]

5.2 SiPMs in LArIAT

There is a great interest and e�ort in SiPM commercial production & development.
We have decided to use and test devices from di�erent producers in LArIAT:

• Hamamatsu:
- one output: fast response SiPMs (rise time: few ns, recovery time: 20-50 ns at
room temperature, 300 K)
- single channel and multichannel SiPMs
- developing UV-sensitive SiPMs for LXe scintillation light (λ=178nm) collection;
they might move on producing LAr scintillation light sensitive SiPMs too.

• SensL:
- two outputs: standard output (calorimetric info) and fast output
The SensL Fast Output is an interesting feature. It is the derivative of the inter-
nal fast switching of the pixel in response to the detection of a single photon (rise
time: 300 ps - 1 ns, pulse width: 600 ps - 3 ns). The signal charge injected into
the fast output ia a few % of the SiPM charge generated during the avalanche,
but the pulse width is ≈ 100 times smaller than the standard output one. So
the high current amplitude, combined with lower output capacitance, make the
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device suitable for photon counting and timing purposes. (See Fig. 5.10)
- single channel and multichannel SiPMs

Figure 5.10: SensL SiPM Micro FB-series: Simpli�ed microcell level schematic of the
SiPM and standard output signal (blue) compared with fast output (red) for a 3mm x
3 mm SiPM illuminated with a 40ps laser pulse (Scope input = 50Ω). [77]

The SiPMs that are now used for detection of scintillation light in LArIAT are two
Hamamatsu MPPC and one SensL.

The Hamamatsu SiPM: MPPC Array S11828-3344M [76] is a monolithic
MPPC array of 16 channels anode output; each channel is connected to 3600 pixels,
with 50 µm pixel pitch.
The e�ective photosensitive area is 3x3 mm2 for each channel. The breakdown volt-
age is about +70 V at 300 K (room temperature). From the datasheet: FF=61.5%,
PDE=50% at λpeak= 440nm, dark current 1µA per channel (at 300 K), Gain=7.5 ×
105.

Figure 5.11: Picture of Ham.SiPM
S11828-3344M.

Figure 5.12: Ham.SiPM S11828-3344M
Pixels and anode/cathode pads.
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The SensL MicroFB 60035 [77] is a 6x6 mm2 single channel SiPM, with 35 µm
pixel pitch . This SiPM has three pins, giving access to the fast output as well as the
anode and cathode, and two other pins not connected.
The breakdown voltage is about + 24.5 V at 300 K (room temperature), with overvoltage
range 1-5 V. From the datasheet: PDE= 31% (∆V=+2.5 V) - 41% (∆V=+5.0 V) at
λpeak= 420nm, dark current 10-24 µA (at 300 K), Gain= 3.0 × 106 and Fast Output
Gain= 4.3 × 104 at ∆V=+2.5 V.

Figure 5.13: Picture of SensL MicroFB
60035.

Figure 5.14: SensL MicroFB 60035 an-
ode/cathode pads.

5.2.1 Bias and preampli�cation boards

The common approach fro SiPM front-end electronics consists in reading SiPM anode
signals directly without a preampli�cation stage or with that stage put outside of the
dewar, using warm electronics.
We decided to follow a new di�erent way, reading SiPM signals with front-end elec-

tronics (ampli�cation-integration step) directly deployed in LAr working at cryo-
genic temperatures.
So we would need cold electronics.

At that point the SiPMs voltage bias circuit and one stage of PreAmpli�cation had
to to be designed, produced and tested.
Together with Will Foreman (Univ. of Chicago), we designed the bias and preampli�-
cation circuit for these SiPMs.
We made a schematic design of the circuits using ExpressSCH software and then we
made the project for the real circuits on a 4-layers Miniboard using ExpressPCB soft-
ware. [78]
For the bias circuit we used high frequency �ltering capacitors and a load resistor; then
we collect the output signal from the detector by the anodes of the SiPM, connected
together in parallel for the Hamamatsu Arrays.
We decided to use three di�erent operational ampli�ers for the three SiPMs we had, in
order to see which one would give us the best signal ampli�cation together with time
response. The schematic designs of the three readout boards are here described and
they are shown in Fig.5.15, Fig.5.16 and Fig.5.17.
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For Hamamatsu arrays, we tried two di�erent ampli�cation schemes:

• SiGe MMIC amp (BGA616) [79] AC coupled to the detector,

• Traditional transimpedance op-amp in inverting mode (ADA4891) [80].

For SensL, we used the suggested circuit from the manufacturer provided manual:

• Traditional transimpedance op-amp in inverting mode (OPA656)[82]

Figure 5.15: Schematic circuit for
Hamamatsu SiPM + BGA616 [81].

Figure 5.16: Schematic circuit for
Hamamatsu SiPM + ADA4891

Figure 5.17: Schematic circuit for SensL SiPM + OPA656

Since the SiPMs with their front end boards had to be put inside the LAr cryostat,
with F.Cavanna, E.Kearns, W.Foreman we chose stable capacitors and resistors that
could work well even in cold temperatures, as in Liquid Argon (90 K).

When the PCB Miniboards we designed were ready, we had to solder all the electric
components on them.
Because of the small size of all the components (resistors, capacitors, inductors, ampli-
�ers) we made micro solderings by hand helped by a microscope to focus on the pads
we have to put the pieces on.
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The SiPMs were soldered via re�ow station in order to have a good matching between
the underside connection pins and the pads on the boards and the same time avoiding
the risk of damaging the SiPM active surface. Re�ow soldering is a process in which
a solder paste (a sticky mixture of powdered solder and �ux) is used to temporarily
attach one or several electrical components to their contact pads, after which the entire
assembly is subjected to controlled heat, which melts the solder, permanently connecting
the joint. The goal of the re�ow process is to melt the solder and heat the adjoining
surfaces, without overheating and damaging the electrical components.
The soldering of each anode pad was then tested. For the Hamamatsu Arrays, they were
covered with a black mask with a little hole with the dimensions of a single channel;
after a single channel was selected, it was lighted the SiPM with a blue SMD LED
(λLED= 470nm, comparable with the peak sensitivity wavelength for the Hamamatsu
SiPM, λpeak= 440nm (PDE= 50%)). The output voltage and the dynamic resistance
were measured and, when the channel was �red with LED, they were less than in the
case the LED was o�, as expected is the soldering of the SiPM anode pins on the pads
on the PCB board was well done.

Figure 5.18: Soldering station Figure 5.19: SiPM re�ow station

5.2.2 Test of the boards coupled with BC-408 scintillator

The �rst test we did with the SiPMs boards was making an optical coupling between
them and a BC408 plastic scintillator paddle and seeing the SiPM response to scintilla-
tion photons produced in the BC408 by crossing cosmic rays. This test was performed
at room temperature (300 K).
The BC408 paddle was wrapped in re�ective Al-Mylar and then in black tape, leaving
opened only two windows for the SiPMs that were matched onto them with silicon op-
tical grease. See Fig.5.20 and 5.21.

• Scintillator BC408:
- Dimensions: 17 x 12 x 1 cm3

- LY(% Anthracene) = 64 (Anthracene,16500 γ
MeV )

- λ=425 nm, scintillation light wavelength
- λatt =210 cm,attenuation lenght

• Re�ective Al-Mylar covering:
Re�ectivity RM = 94%

The coincidence of two PMTs coupled with scintillators was used as an external
trigger for selecting cosmic muons. See Fig.5.22
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Figure 5.20: Wrapping BC408 scintilla-
tor in Al-Mylar and black tape.

Figure 5.21: BC408 scintillator coupled
with the two SiPMs.

The readout was done with digital scope Tektronix DPO5034 (2 GHz bandwidth, 10
GS/s-5Gs/s sample rate, advanced analysis and math capabilities).[84]
The estimate of single photoelectron response for the SiPM + BC408 paddle system,
from the analytical calculation of the Light Yield (LY) of scintillation detector systems
[83], is:

• Hamamatsu arrays (1.2x1.2cm2): '120 photoelectrons per passing muon in scin-
tillator

• SensL (0.6x0.6cm2): ' 38 photoelectrons per passing muon in scintillator.

Figure 5.22: PMT paddles as trigger for Cosmic Rays crossing BC408 to which th SiPMs
were coupled.

We collected pulse data from the scope (automated measurements of N samples and
averaged waveforms) for the three SiPMs. The average waveforms from the three SiPM
boards as a response to scintillation light produced by crossing muons are shown in
Fig.5.23

A preliminary analysis of the shape of the waveforms we collected with the three
di�erent boards follows.
Since for the BC408 scintillator: τrise =0.9 ns, τdec = 2.1 ns, and these values are small
compared to the SiPM response typical times, we can assume the time distribution of
the photons in the BC408 scintillator S(t) as a Delta function S(t)=δ(t).
Then the SiPM + preampli�er impulsive response is RSiPM (t), see Eq.5.9, with the
nominal values (rise time, recovery time...) at 300 K.
The output signal Vout,PA(t) we expect from the preampli�ers should have almost the
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same shape as the SiPM impulsive current response iext(t), see Eq.5.2, with higher
amplitude, because of the feedback gain in the preampli�er circuit.

We can see in Fig 5.23 the BGA616 ampli�er acts as a very fast and good integrator;
the shape of the preampli�ed signal is quite close to the signal shape expected for Hama-
matsu SiPM impulsive response iext(t) (Hamamatsu rise time τd ≈ 5 ns and recovery
time τq = 50 ns at 300 K); the amplitude corresponds to the number of photoelectrons
produced by the collected photons for a crossing muon multiplied by the preampli�er
gain.

The ADA4891 board appears to have a slower integrator response; in fact the rise
time of the signal is higher than the Hamamatsu SiPM τd, while the fall time of the
signal is reasonably comparable with τq of the Hamamatsu SiPM. The overall gain is
lower than in the previous preampli�cation con�guration.

The OPA656 preampli�cation stage on SensL SiPM apperas to act as a good inte-
grator too, compared with the SensL SiPM expected iext(t) (τd ' 10 ns and τq = 210 ns
at 300 K, see Fig.5.2). The preampli�ed signal is positive, since the SiPM direct signal
that is driven into the preampli�er comes from the cathode pin (see Fig.5.17), instead
of the anode as it's done for the Hamamatsu arrays, and so it's negative.

Figure 5.23: Average waveforms from SiPMs from CR signals in BC408 scintillator
paddle.
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5.2.3 Preliminary cold tests at Liquid N2 Temperature

The second test we did with the SiPM boards was oriented to see their behavior at
cryogenic temperatures.
The SiPMs were mounted on a holder and submerged in Liquid Nitrogen, at 77 K, a
temperature close to the operating one of the LAr cryostat, facing down in the the
dewar. Then we lighted the SiPMs with a pulsed blue LED. A �ber optic cable was
attached to the LED pulser and brought down to the bottom of the dewar, a few cm in
front of the SiPMs. (See Fig. 5.24)
The LED was Nichia NSPB300A - 3 mm blue, which was connected to a pulser elec-
tronic circuit, in which it was possible to select pulse width and light intensity.

While operating the SiPMs at that temperature, we �gured out that they reached
the avalanche region at less bias voltage than the nominal value at 300K as we were
expecting, since Vbk decreases with lower temperature.

Figure 5.24: Schematics of SiPMs lighted by blue light from �ber optic in LN2 dewar

We managed to obtain good signals from Hamamatsu ADA4891 board and SensL
OPA656 board; instead we had problems with BGA616 board. We saw that even in
cold, the gain was not rising and the noise was not suppressed for BGA616 board, as
expected.

I found BGA616 ampli�er works in Darlington con�guration; the Darlington con�g-
uration is made by two bipolar transistors (BJT) with common collector and emitter.
The other two ampli�ers are made with di�erent electric technology:
- ADA4891 is a CMOS ampli�er
- OPA656 is a voltage feedback operational ampli�er with a FET-input stage.
I found that BJT technology has a worse behavior at LN2 temperatures than MOSFET
technology; basically in BJT transistors there is a strong decrease of the current gain at
77 K, because the bipolar transistor relies on thermal excitation of minority carriers to
let conduction happen. Instead, CMOS technology is expected to work well at so cold
temperature, because it is based on major carriers whose mobility is enhanced at lower
temperatures.[85][86][87]
So the Hamamatsu SiPM was removed from BGA616 board and mounted onto one
spare board with transimpedance inverting circuit with the OPA656 operational ampli-
�er.
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The SensL SiPM board response in LN2 was characterized.
Many waveforms (data in ASCII format) of the SensL response to the pulsed LED that
lightened the active area were collected with the digital scope Tektronix DPO5034.
An hit-�nder C++macro was used to look for single photoelectron candidate pulses
(using a rise-time cut, since the SiPM pulse rise time is expected to be almost 30
ns), de�ne an integration window, calculate the �local� baseline per each pe candidate
window, calculate the integral under those pulses and �ll a SER histogram. See Fig.5.25;
single photoelectron candidates have ≈ 1 mV amplitude for Vbias = - 26 V.
Single p.e. measurements (SER plots) for the SensL board at di�erent bias voltages in
liquid nitrogen were obtained, as shown in Fig.5.26 and 5.27.
The values in the x-axis are the integrals of amplitude of the pulses over time (V s).
They need to be divided by scope load resistance RL = 50 Ω to be converted in real
charge Q (C).
Only the �rst 200 ns of the pulse for single pe candidates was integrated for the SER
plots. To calculate the full integral out to 6 µs for those pulses, a single photoelectron
average waveform was reconstructed. The estimate of what fraction of total charge was

contained in 200 ns time window is : Conv =
∫
6 µs
0 Vout,PA(t)dt∫
200ns

0 Vout,PA(t)dt
= 2.8, meaning ≈ 36 %

of the total charge of each pulse is output int the �rst 200 ns of the SiPM response.
The SER results were multiplied by this conversion factor to obtain the single pe pulse
total integrated charge, see Eq.5.10.

Q = Conv

∫
200ns

0 Vout,PA(t)dt

RL
(5.10)

In the end the charge value Q corresponding to the single pe peak (and to the peaks
spacing too) was converted in gain measurements, using Eq.5.3. See Table 5.1.

LN2 results Vbias Vbias
- 26 V - 27 V

Single pe peak (nV s) 0.0749 ± 0.0003 0.0908 ± 0.0004

Single pe equivalent charge (nC) [converted] 0.00421 ± 0.00002 0.00508 ± 0.00002

Gain estimation 2.6 x 107 3.2 x 107

Table 5.1: Table of the SER results for SensL SiPM in LN2. The subsequent peaks,
corresponding to multiple photoelectrons, are �tted with a multiple gaussian distribu-
tions. The �rst peak (≈ 0 Vns) corresponds to noise. The parameter p1 of the �t is the
mean of the 1 pe gaussian distribution; it is also assumed as the peaks separation and
corresponds to a single photoelectron equivalent charge.
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Figure 5.25: SensL waveform when lightened by blue pulsed LED and submerged in
LN2. Wide window in which the HitFinder operates (from 25 µs) and the single pulse
windows.

Figure 5.26: SER plot for SensL Vbias = - 26 V in LN2.
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Figure 5.27: SER plot for SensL Vbias = - 27 V in LN2.
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5.2.4 Response of the SiPM boards in LAr

LArIAT's light collection system consists of an array of two PMTs and three SiPMs,
as described in Ch.2 2.4. The optical devices are mounted on an internal �ange of the
cryostat and deployed in Liquid Argon. They sit behind the wire planes of the TPC.
The assembled system mounted on the holder before being installed in the cryostat is
shown in Fig.2.11.
During data collection from LArIAT �rst runs we have been able to see signals from
the SiPMs boards deployed in LAr in the cryostat.
The aim is to characterize the SiPM boards response to LAr scintillation light and to
get calibrations for them using photoelectrons in the tails of scintillation signals.

SensL board in LAr: Preliminary characterization with cosmics

The response of the SensL board was �rstly tested with Cosmic Rays inducing scintil-
lation in LAr.

Using the COSMICON Trigger (see Cosmic paddles position in Ch.2 Fig.2.5), cosmic
muons that cross the TPC along the diagonal, ∆x ≈ 100 cm, have been selected.
These particles are expected to deposit almost 200 MeV energy and produce ≈ 8 x 106

scintillation photons while crossing the TPC volume.
The amount of scintillation light that would be collected by the optical devices de-

pends on the TPB e�ciency in wavelength shifting, on the fraction of area covered by
the optical devices over the whole boundary surfaces of the TPC and on the SiPMs
(and PMTs) intrinsic e�ciencies.

• SensL SiPM direct response to LAr scintillation light

The �rst study I've done was the characterization of the shape of the direct
SiPM signal, without the preampli�cation stage.
The SensL was biased at -26 V, 5 V overvoltage.
Several SensL waveforms of Cosmic Triggers (COSMICON trigger) have been col-
lected by the v1751 Waveform Digitizer module (board1 Ch4 for the SensL SiPM)
(1 Gsample/s sample frequency; 7.168 µs and 14.336 µs time window). For �xed
sampling windows, an averaged waveform with its associate error was computed
from the collected waveforms. Since the baseline in V1751 board collected wave-
forms was not zero, each single waveform was �rstly corrected subtracting its own
baseline. To calculate the baseline the samples in the �rst 2 µs before the signal
rising edge have been �tted with a linear dependence, with slope parameter close
to zero. Then the averaged waveform was reconstructed.
In Fig.5.28 a single waveform for a cosmic in LArTPC volume collected by v1751
module is shown, while in Fig.5.29 there is the averaged waveform (number of
collected waveforms Nwfm=100). The collected SensL SiPM direct signals are
negative, since for the SensL device we're reading out the signal from the cathode
pin instead of the anode (see Fig.5.17).
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Figure 5.28: Single waveform for SensL SiPM direct response to LAr scintillation light
produced by a cosmic trigger in the LArTPC volume. The waveform has been collected
with v1751 Waveform Digitizer board.

Figure 5.29: Average waveform for SensL SiPM direct response to LAr scintillation light
produced by a cosmic trigger in the LArTPC volume. (Baseline o�set corrected and
amplitude converted from ADc values to mV)
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The averaged waveform in Fig.5.29 is expected to have almost the shape of the
Vout(t) signal in Eq.5.7.
For a more accurate study of shape of the SensL direct response average waveform
to scintillation photons produced in LArIAT TPC by crossing cosmics, we should
take in account for a few more things.
Firstly, since we're shifting the wavelength of scintillation photons to optical using
TPB coating, we have to take in account also for the intermediate time constant
τI = 34 ns introduced by this re�ector on the light distribution S'(t), see Eq.1.23.
Moreover, we are collecting photons that could be produced very far from the opti-
cal detector, since the TPC active volume is not small and the scintillation photons
can travel inside the TPC and experience multiple re�ections before reaching the
photodetectors sensitive area. For this reason the real photon distribution that
is detected by the photodetectors is the convolution of the �ideal� scintillation
photon distribution S'(t) and a gaussian distribution G(t) which takes in account
for the time spread of the photons from their production time and their collection
time.
This appears to a�ect the ideal distribution in terms of a smearing of the fast and
intermediate scintillation components under the gaussian shape. The expected
photon distribution S�(t) that would be detected in the LArTPC is shown in
Eq.5.11 and Fig.5.30.

S′′(t) = G(t, σLC)⊗ S′(t)

G(t, σLC) =
1

σLC
√

2π
e
− t2

2σ2
LC

(5.11)

Figure 5.30: Expected scintillation photons distribution S�(t) (red curve) that would be
detected in the LArTPC volume. The photons time spread σLC for the gaussian distri-
bution G(t) has been assumed σLC=10 ns (from LArIAT PMT's preliminary results).
The blue curve corresponds to the �ideal� scintillation photon distribution S'(t).

So the averaged waveform from the SiPM associated with the scintillation light
produced by a charged particle (as a cosmic) crossing the LAr TPC volume and
then collected by the photodetector is expected to have the shape of the one
shown in Fig.5.31. The analytic expression is the convolution of the scintillation
signal S�(t) and the impulsive (single pe) current response of the device iext(t),
see Eq.5.12 and Fig.5.31.

Vout ≈ S′′(t)⊗ (iext(t)RL) (5.12)
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Figure 5.31: Expected SensL SiPM waveform Vout(t) for scintillation photons produced
by a MIP in the LArTPC volume and then collected by the SiPM. The values that have
been used: σLC =10 ns (from LArIAT PMT's preliminary results), τq=2.5 µs.

In Fig.5.32, the expected SensL SiPM waveform in Eq.5.12, with inverted polarity,
has been superimposed to the average waveform for SensL SiPM direct response
to LAr scintillation for a cosmic trigger in the LArTPC volume in Fig.5.29.
We can observe there is a pretty good agreement between the real average SensL
SiPM waveform and this expected shape of the signal, that has be obtained taking
in account for the LAr scintillation photons distribution, for the time spread of the
light collection in the TPC and for the expected SensL SiPM features in cryogenic
environment.
Next step to better characterize this shape of the SensL SiPM signal and its
parameters would be to use the analytic expression of the expected waveform in
Eq.5.12 directly as a �t function for the average waveform collected for cosmics
(Fig.5.29).
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Figure 5.32: Average SensL SiPM waveform and expected signal from Eq.5.12 super-
imposed (Magenta curve) for scintillation photons produced by a MIP in the LArTPC
volume and then collected by the SiPM. The �rst 5 µs of the signal are reported, to
better show the rise time features of the signal: a fast component, mainly linked to the
gaussian distribution of the light collection in the TPC, and a slow component due to
LAr late light emission.
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• SensL SiPM + OPA 656 response to LAr scintillation light

After this preliminary characterization of the direct SensL SiPM response to LAr
scintillation light, we've powered on the operational ampli�er and collected many
waveforms from cosmic triggers (COSMICON trigger).
We've done some preliminary studies. The aim was making the average waveform
of these signals, to extract the LAr scintillation time dependence from that as well
as studying the tails of each single signal to look for single photoelectrons to have
a calibration of the device in LAr.

The SensL SiPM was biased at -26 V (and -25 V, -27 V) and the OPA656 ampli�er
was biased at ± 8 V.
In Fig.5.33 a single waveform for a cosmic in LArTPC volume is shown, while in
Fig.5.34 there is the averaged waveform (number of collected waveformsNwfm=100).

In the single waveform in Fig.5.33 we can see multiple peaks with di�erent am-
plitudes. The leading edge of the signal is expected to correspond to the number
of scintillation photons that are produced and collected in the �rst few ns (fast
light photons that hit the SiPM microcells within almost the time response of the
SiPM). In the �rst microseconds, other multiple photoelectrons pulses are present,
which correspond to the contribution of all the three components of the scintilla-
tion (τF , τS , τI) convolved with the collection time in the TPC. Then in the tail
of the signal only single photoelectron pulses, due to LAr scintillation late light,
are expected; eventually 2 photoelectron pulses, due to crosstalk, can be present.

The average signal for cosmic triggers, in Fig.5.34, has actually a shape that is
consistent with S�(t) scintillation light time distribution, discussed before (see
Eq.5.11) considering the TPB wavelength shifting e�ect and the time spread of
the light collection inside the TPC volume). There is a quite sharp peak in the
�rst 100 ns, due to SiPM response, light collection time spread and fast and
intermediate scintillation components, and slow exponential component, which is
mainly dominated by the late late LAr scintillation component but is a�ected a
bit by the long recovery time of the SiPM at 90 K.
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Figure 5.33: SensL (Vbias= - 26 V) + OPA656 single waveform for Cosmic Trigger.
Single photoelectron pulse candidate on the tail is marked with red line.

Figure 5.34: SensL (Vbias= - 26 V) + OPA656 average waveform for Cosmic Triggers.
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Lately we've tried to get out an estimate of the single photoelectron response

of the SensL SiPM + OPA656 in LAr (90 K) to compare with the results in LN2

(77 K).

The SiPM was biased at -27 V and the ampli�er was powered at ± 8 V; we've
chosen to bias the SiPM at a higher voltage, expecting to see single photoelectrons
pulses emerging more easily from baseline noise.
Almost 1000 waveforms were collected with Tektronix DPO5034 scope for di�er-
ent triggers, since we're looking for single photoelectron pulse candidates in the
signal's tails.
Each waveform was corrected for its baseline o�set and converted the amplitude
from ADC counts to mV. An hit-�nder C++ code was used to look for single
photoelectron candidate pulses along the ampli�ed signal's tails.
The pulse �nding starts 8 µs later than the trigger - leading edge peak of the
signal- to be sure to catch only LAr late light single photons. Since the expected
single photoelectron signals were small and comparable with the baseline noise
band and �uctuations, a rise time cut has been added, since the SiPM pulse is
expected to get to its maximum in almost 30 ns, and a fall time check. A 200
ns integration window for each pulse candidate was de�ned and then the integral
under those pulses was calculated and the value of this area was used to �ll a SER
histogram.
With this time window (very late signals, later than 8 µs from the trigger) and
these selection criteria on the pulse, only the single pe peak is expected (and
maybe a possible 2 pe peak due to crosstalk), since the noise �uctuations would
not pass the selction criteria on the shape of the pulse. The SER plot obtained
for the SensL SiPM in LAr is shown in Fig.5.35.

Figure 5.35: SER plot for SensL (Vbias = - 27 V) + OPA656 in LAr. (Y axis is reported
on Log scale)
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Since only the �rst 200ns of each single p.e. window were integrated (as it was
done for the tests in LN2), we need to convert the integrated area in this win-
dow into the value of the total integrated area over a whole single pe pulse (see
Eq.5.10). The conversion factor found from LN2 tests was Conv≈ 2.8.
The SER plot has been �tted with a double gaussian distribution, to look for the
single pe and eventually for a 2 pe peak, due to crosstalk.
In Table 5.2 the SER plot �t results are reported.

LAr results Vbias
- 27 V

Single pe peak (nV s) 0.0917 ± 0.0004

Single pe equivalent charge (nC) [converted] 0.00513 ± 0.00002

Gain estimation 3.2 x 107

Table 5.2: Table of the SER results for SensL SiPM in LAr. The parameter �1 pe mean�
of the �t is the mean of the single pe gaussian distribution; it is also assumed as the
peaks separation and corresponds to a single photoelectron equivalent charge.

The single pe equivalent charge and the gain estimation for the SensL SiPM (Vbias
= - 27 V) in LAr and in LN2 are in extremely good agreement. See Table 5.1 and
5.2. A di�erent setup for providing and collecting single or multiple photoelectrons
(pulsed LED in a LN2 dewar and LAr late scintillation photons in the LArTPC
volume) does not a�ect the evaluation of the single pe SiPM response as well as
a ≈ 10 K temperature di�erence does not change the overall SensL SiPM gain.

Moreover we can have an estimate of the crosstalk e�ect in the SiPM from the
2 pe peak amplitude, compared with the single pe amplitude. The percentage
of the ratio of the two of them is almost 7 % (∆V = + 5.0 V for Vbias = -27 V
in LAr); this appears to be a reasonable crosstalk estimate, compared with the
crosstalk nominal values for the SensL MicroFB 60035 given in the datasheet (
7% for ∆V = + 2.5 V and 14% for ∆V = + 5.0 V at room temperature 300 K),
especially considering that the crosstalk probability has a slight reduction at low
temperatures, due to a lower PDE for the wavelength of the crosstalk photons
produced during the avalanche.[69]

From the integral over the average SensL (Vbias = -26 V) + OPA656 waveform, in
Fig.5.34, and the single pe pulse charge, we can have an estimate of the average
number of photoelectrons/photons detected by the SiPM in the LArTPC for a
crossing muon and so the SiPM Light Yield in the LArTPC.

The total area under the reconstructed signal in Fig.5.34 is ≈ (3.4 ± 0.2) nVs; we
have to take in account that here we've reconstructed only the �rst 4 µs of the
real pulse, which would probably last almost 3 µs more. A preliminary estimate
of the total charge under the SensL+ OPA656 average cosmic ray signal is thus:
(4.5 ± 0.5) nVs.
The SER results in LAr we have are for the SiPM biased at -27 V, while the
average waveform has been made on signals collected when the SiPM was biased
at -26 V.
Since it's clear there is a complete agreement between SER results for the SensL
in LAr and LN2, we can assume the single pe pulse area in LAr at Vbias= - 26
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V as (0.0749 ± 0.0003) nVs, the value obtained for LN2 . So it looks like the
crossing cosmic events yield ≈ 25 pe on the SensL.

It appears this result from the cosmic event is consistent with early LY results
from the ETL PMT. Taking area and QE into account, the ETL PMT should
see 37 times more light than the SensL SiPM. From integrating the multiple pho-
toelectron ETL pulses, Will's estimate of ETL LY in LArTPC volume is ≈ 4
pe/MeV, which would predict the SensL's LY to be 4/37 of the ETL value:

LYSensL ≈ 0.10pe/MeV (from ETL/SiPM estimate)

From SensL + OPA656 integrated area result:

LYSensL = 25 pe / 200 MeV (crossing muon) = 0.12 pe/MeV

There is a pretty good agreement.
A preliminary estimate of the total LY of all the optical systems in LArIAT (two
PMTs and the three SiPMs) from MC simulations was ≈ 50 pe/MeV. The ex-
pected fraction of this value due to the SensL SiPM was 0.25 pe/MeV, which is
almost factor two higher than the preliminary LYSensL value obtained experimen-
tally; probably there are some leaks and some screening, especially due to the
TPC wire planes, in the real experimental setup that were not completely taken
in account in the light collection system simulation.

5.3 The ongoing development: Matrices of SiPMs

After the �rst tests with the SiPM boards in LN2 temperature and while waiting for
LArIAT run and �rst results in LAr, we started thinking about how to improve LAr
scintillation light collection e�ciency with SiPM devices.

At the moment there is a lot of R&D in several research groups to carry out matrices
of SiPMs for light detection.
This should be a goal also for other LAr short-baseline experiments, like SBND [88]. In
SBND the full LAr volume is planned to be surrounded by a scintillation light collection
system. One proposal is to use cryogenic UV-PMTs, which are very expensive and very
sensitive to the environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, power supply stabil-
ity...) and to magnetic �leds. If we could demonstrate that we can manage to have
matrices of SiPMs which can cover the same area as PMT photocatode (2�-3� diameter)
and could still have good timing and charge resolution with proper readout electronics,
the SBND project might switch their light collection plans from PMTs to SiPMs.

Development of SiPMs matrices should be a useful and interesting prospect, because,
despite the small dimensions of single SiPMs, we can obtain large active detection sur-
faces by using several of these in a grid and we do not have to deal with increasing
noise e�ects as crosstalk and dark noise, maintaining good timing and charge resolution
which depend on single SiPM capacitance (small SiPM area - small capacitance).

Before moving to the design of readout layout for SiPMs matrices, we compared the
possibility of using single channel SiPMs or SiPM Arrays devices. Eventually we have
decided to use SiPM Arrays for �lling the matrix, instead of single channel SiPMs, for
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large total active area for each device but less capacitance (small single channel area).
[89]
In Fig.5.36 there is a schematic representation on how we can move from a single
channel SiPM to a SiPM matrix that can have an active area comparable with a PMT
photocathode (2�-3� diameter).

Figure 5.36: Schematic representation in scale: from single pixel (Avalanche Photodi-
ode) to a SiPM Matrix.

At this point it has been necessary to �gure out which kind of front-end electronics
layout should be suitable for us to read all the signals coming from the SiPMs matrix.
If we sum up together all the anodes of the channels of SiPM Arrays in the matrix ad
then amplify that signal, we'd have higher

Cdet = ΣiC
i
ch

So we could use for the standard output ampli�ers with less bandwidth but in this way
we loose the time features of the SiPM signal (higher rise time of the signal, di�cul-
ties in pulse shape discrimination without the preampli�cation stage and di�culties in
photon counting) and we can expect a worsening in charge resolution - S

N ratio.
Otherwise we can amplify each single channel; that would need very many ampli�ers
(we should expect that all of them have exactly the same behavior) and could make the
board design complicated, but would get good timing and charge resolution.
Therefore we have to �nd a compromise towards these two solutions.
This is the reason why we have designed several readout con�gurations to test, as de-
scribed in next paragraph.

5.3.1 SiPMs Arrays and front-end electronics

After having decided to go for SiPM arrays, we have chosen the SensL SiPM ArrayC-

30035-16P [90] [91].
The ArrayC-30035-16P-PCB is composed of 16 individual 3mm SMT sensors arranged
in a 4 × 4 array. The single pixel (APD) dimension is 35 µm. Each channel is made
by 4774 microcells- pixels; it has 3 × 3 mm2 active area, while the channel pitch is 4.2
mm. The board size is 16.6 × 16.6 mm2.
Connections to each channel are provided by a 40-way DF17(2.0)-40DP-0.5V(57) con-
nector. This connector mates with the DF17(3.0)-40DS-0.5V(57) receptacle. The 16
SiPM channels have all substrates (cathode for C-Series sensors) connected together to
form a common I/O. Each individual fast output and standard I/O (anode) are routed
to its own output pin. The 40-way connector provides connections as follows:
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• 16 x fast output
• 16 x standard I/O (anode)
• 8 x common I/O (cathode)
In Fig.5.37 are shown the signal connections at the channel level in the SMT Arrays
and in Fig.5.38 the SensL SiPM ArrayC-30035-16P is shown.

Figure 5.37: Signal connections at the channel level in the SMT Arrays: SensL SiPM
Array C-Series [90].

Figure 5.38: SensL SiPM ArrayC-30035-16P [91].

For MicroC-series SensL SiPMs, the nominal Vbk is 24.2-24.7 V, the recommended
overvoltage is 1.0-5.0 V, the peak wavelength λpeak=420 nm.
For 3 mm channels at room temperature (300 K): the photon detection e�ciency PDE
at λpeak = 31 % (∆ V = + 2.5 V), 41 % (∆ V = + 5.0 V), the Gain is 3 × 106 (∆ V
= + 2.5 V), the fast output rise time is 0.6 ns, the microcell recovery time τq is180 ns,
the anode to cathode capacitance Cch=850 pF (∆ V = + 2.5 V). [92]

One of the reasons we've chosen these devices is because they have that practical
DF-17 connector that would make easy to match the SiPM on the PCB readout board
without having to follow the re�ow procedure. This connector is supposed to work well
at LN2 temperature; we aim to test and verify this.

As we did for Hamamatsu SiPM arrays and for the SensL single channel SiPM, there
are actually deployed in LAr cryostat, we've designed dedicated front-end electron-

ics that would be supposed to work in cryogenics for these SensL Arrays too.
In Fig.5.39 there is a schematic representation of a simpli�ed readout circuit for the
SensL Array C-series we've designed. The standard output- anode (for each channel)
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is read with a transimpedance inverting circuit (with ADA4981-1 operational ampli�er
[80]) which acts as a fast integrator on the SiPM current signals. The fast output, which
is referred to the cathode substrate to which we apply the bias voltage +Vb, needs C0

capacitor to be referred to the ground and it's not ampli�ed, but we use a transformer
T1 for impedance matching for driving the signal out along the wires.

Figure 5.39: Simpli�ed schematic readout circuit for SensL SiPM ArrayC-30035-16P

We've realized four readout con�gurations to characterize SiPM array response (std
and fast output) and noise contribution to the signal for these di�erent layouts.
Two of them are for a single array (see Fig.5.40):
- All channels std outputs summed up and then ampli�ed (and all channels fast outputs
are summed up)
- 4 channels (each row) std outputs summed up, then ampli�ed (4 ampli�ers) and the
four outgoing signals are summed up (and all channels fast outputs are summed up).
The other two are for a �prelimary� 3× 1 matrix of SiPM arrays (3 rows, 1 column) (see
Fig.5.41):
- All channels std outputs summed up and ampli�ed for each SiPM array (3 ampli�ers)
and then the three outgoing signals are summed up (and all channels fast outputs are
summed up then driven to the transformer for each SiPM array)
- 4 channels (each row) std outputs summed up, then ampli�ed (12 ampli�ers) and the
twelve outgoing signals are summed up (and 8 channels fast outputs for each SiPM
array are summed up then driven to the transformer).

W.Foreman and I have designed the PCB Miniboards with these readout layouts
for the SiPM Arrays using the ExpressPCB Software [78]. The Miniboards have been
produced and the components have been mounted on them. In Fig.5.42 and Fig.5.43
the ultimated Miniboards are shown.
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Figure 5.40: Single SiPM Array readout con�gurations.

Figure 5.41: 3 × 1 Matrices of SiPM Arrays readout con�gurations.

Figure 5.42: Ultimated Single SensL Array C-series readout Miniboard.

Figure 5.43: The other three ultimated SensL Array C-series Miniboards. The one at
right would host a Single Array. The other two would host three SensL Arrays each one
(3 × 1 matrix).
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5.3.2 Next step: cold tests with a Cryocooler

The plan for the upcoming summer would be to test these boards at cryogenic temper-
atures.
The boards will be set in a Cryocooler, that could make us test them at several temper-
atures in vacuum, and then they will be lightened by a pulsed blue LED, driven from
outside to inside the cryostat through an optical �ber. In Fig.5.3.2 there is a schematic
representation of the experimental setup we planned for the SiPM boards cold tests and
in Fig.5.3.2 there is a picture of the cold tests experimental stand we have settled up
already in the laboratory.

Our aim is to characterize the SiPM Arrays/Matrices response at cold temperatures
(time features, single photoelectron calibration, signal to noise ratio...).
The �preliminary� measurements that are planned to be made in the summer are:

• Breakdown voltage temperature dependence,

• Dark state characterization (SiPM not lightened) at several temperatures,

• Crosstalk and Afterpulse on the SiPM signal (without preampli�cation stage) at
di�erent Vbias for �xed temperatures, e.g LAr temperature,

• SiPM single photoelectron response with and without powering on the preampli-
�cation stage at several temperatures, especially LAr temperature 90 K → Gain
vs T, Gain vs Vbias,

• Timing performances of the di�erent readout con�gurations at several Vbias,

Figure 5.44: Cold tests setup for the SiPM Arrays Miniboards: a schematic view.
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Figure 5.45: Cold tests setup for the SiPM Arrays Miniboards: the test stand in WH14.
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Summary:

The results of this project and studies for SiPM dedicated cold electronics to collect
LAr scintillation signals in the TPC can be here summarized:

• We designed and produced three front-end readout boards for two Hamamatsu
SiPM Arrays (MPPC Array S11828-3344M) and one single channel SensL SiPM
(MicroFB 60035). We tested them coupled to a plastic scintillator at room tem-
perature (300 K) on cosmic signals. Then we did a few tests in Liquid Nitrogen (77
K) to see �rstly the reliability of our custom designed cold front-end electroincs
and we did a preliminary gain characterization of one of the boards, the SensL
SiPM board. The three SiPM boards were deployed in LAr (90 K) inside LArIAT
TPC cryostat.

• As soon as LArIAT experiment has been fully operational, by the end of April
2015, we planned a characterization of the three SiPM boards response to LAr
scintillation light and a comparison with the PMTs results. A preliminary study
has been done for the SensL board, for direct signals and preampli�ed signals of
cosmic muons crossing the TPC LAr active volume.

• The ongoing development for LArIAT 2nd Run involving light collection and
especially SiPMs is related to the possibility to make SiPM matrices that could
cover the same area as a PMT photocathode. Four cold-readout boards have been
designed and produced, for SensL SiPM single Arrays and Matrices too. Tests of
these boards in a cryocooler with a pulsed LED, to characterize signal time and
noise features and device gain are planned for this upcoming summer.
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Conclusions

LArIAT experiment is part of LArTPC program for Neutrino Physics at Fermilab.
The main goal is the optimization of the o�ine algorithms for Particle IDenti�cation
and calorimetric reconstruction for Liquid Argon detector technology, both TPC wires
signals and LAr scintillation light collection. LArIAT experiment aims to measure the
main properties of charged particles interactions in LAr in an energy range (0.2 - 2.0
GeV) comparable with the energy spectrum of the same particles when produced in a
(ν,Ar) interaction, for neutrino energies Eν of few GeV, typical of the SBN and LBN
programs. The TestBeam provides a controlled environment to produce and select par-
ticles of several species, momentum and charge (mainly pions π±, protons p, muons µ±,
electrons e±, kaons K±...). It is possible to develop and validate the o�-line software
analysis tools for TPC signals for PID (Particle IDenti�cation), calorimetric measure-
ments and 2-D and 3-D event reconstruction without relying solely on simulations. The
LArIAT experiment is actually running at the Fermilab TestBeam Facility and the 1st
Run, with data acquisition for the TPC, lasted from 30th April 2015 to 4th July 2015.

During my stay in Fermilab I have worked on the two main topics of my Thesis: a
MC study of pion interactions in LAr and a subsequent application on real reconstructed
data and an hardware oriented task, i.e. the development of dedicated front-end elec-
tronics for SiPMs in LAr. Meanwhile I have been actively involved in the commissioning
of the TPC and the auxiliary detectors. Moreover I have been involved in preliminary
analysis and hardware improvement for the raw data collection during the �rst weeks
of the Run: ToF studies, Trigger conditions, Light collection system noise studies...

Charged pions π± are produced in a noticeable number in (ν, Ar) interactions for
neutrino energies of few GeV and this is the reason why they have been chosen as one
of the main components of the charged particle TestBeam for LArIAT experiment.
The study of charged pion interactions in Ar has been the main topic of my Thesis, a
software oriented task.
I worked on a MC simulation of charged pion interactions in Liquid Argon target and on
the development of a routine to evaluate the total interaction cross section that could
be later applied to real data.

A prediction of the total hadronic interaction (π,Ar) cross section dependence on
the kinetic energy of the pion has been produced from �thin target� simulations with
two di�erent MC generators (Geant4 and Genie). I compared the MC predictions for
LAr and other targets with the available cross section experimental data in two di�erent
energy regions (in the Delta resonance region, 130 MeV-150 MeV, and at 900 MeV pion
kinetic energy). It appears the two MC generators pretty well reproduce the π total
and reaction cross section at high energy and for several targets, while they give slightly
di�erent predictions for the total cross section in the Delta resonance region, probably
they simulation models for elastic interactions need to be tuned better.

The LArIAT TPC active volume consists however in a �thick target� for charged pion
interactions. To estimate the charged pion cross section on Ar from the experimental
data acquired in LArIAT, we developed a new o�ine analysis method, the �Sliced TPC�
approach, that makes use of the �ne granularity and of the high resolution (spatial and
calorimetric) of the LArTPC. We did a comparison at MC simulation level between
(π±, Ar) cross section results in a thin target and in a thick target, the last treated
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with the method previously described. The comparison has validated the �Sliced TPC�
method for a high accuracy and statistical precision measurement of the (π±, Ar) cross
section with the LArTPC acquired data in LArIAT experiment.

Next step will be applying the �Sliced TPC� approach to reconstructed tracks from
LArIAT TPC acquired data to get out an evaluation of charged pion-Ar nucleus cross
section. Since we have ended the LArIAT 1st Run in the �rst days of July 2015,
the analysis is actually in progress. The o�ine event reconstruction and analysis runs
in LArIATSoft environment; there is a huge e�ort of all the collaboration to have each
step of the reconstruction working properly, from the beamline auxiliary detectors beam
track reconstruction, with PID and incident momentum measurement, as well as the
TPC events reconstruction and eventually the matching between these two informa-
tions for a complete characterization of each beam particle that goes through the TPC
LAr volume. I have worked in the development and test of the reconstruction chain for
events in the TPC, from LArSoft modules. At this very moment the TPC reconstruc-
tion chain is producing 3-D tracks for crossing particles and particles that experience an
elastic and inelastic scattering; the shower reconstruction code need to be ported in our
framework, as well as the modules for 3-D interaction vertex �nding and the modules for
the calorimetric reconstruction along each track need to be adapted for out LArTPC
readout con�guration. As soon as we will have all the reconstruction steps working
properly, we could apply the �Sliced TPC� approach to real reconstructed tracks, with
the energy deposit information from calorimetry and the point of interaction from the
vertex �nders, to calculate the total hadronic interaction cross section for charged pions
in LAr (systematic errors need to be estimated).

In addition to the collection of the ionization charge from the TPC, the detection of
the scintillation light produced in LAr is an actual point of interest, both for its trigger
function for TPC events collection and for the possibility to use also this information
to improve the energy resolution of this detector technology. LAr scintillation light
wavelength is in the VUV region (128 nm), so it's necessary to use wavelength shifters,
since the prevalent light detectors are sensitive to optical photons; in LArIAT each
side of the TPC is covered with TPB coated foils, which shifts the light scintillation
wavelength to blue photons (428 nm). Actually two di�erent light collection systems
have been implemented in LArIAT cryostat, two PMTs and three SiPM readout boards.

The development and test of cold front-end electronics for SiPM devices that have
been deployed in the TPC cryostat to collect LAr scintillation light has been the second
topic of my Thesis, a hardware oriented task.
We have designed, produced and tested (at room temperature 300 K and in LN2 77 K)
three di�erent preampli�cation boards with dedicated cold electronics for two Hama-
matsu SiPM Arrays and one single channel SensL SiPM. Then we have mounted them
on the cryostat optical �ange and deployed in LAr behind the TPC wire planes.
I have made a preliminary characterization of the SensL SiPM response to LAr scin-
tillation light with and without the preampli�cation stage active on the board. The
shape of SensL direct response to LAr scintillation light keeps memory in its rising edge
of the scintillation light distribution, convoluted with the light collection time spread.
The preampli�ed signal is higher in amplitude and faster; it reproduces multiple and
single photoelectron pulses. The average waveform for signals collected with similar
trigger conditions (e.g. cosmic trigger) has a shape comparable with the scintillation
time distribution and its area corresponds to the average number of photoelectrons that
are collected by the SiPM for that trigger. Studying the single photoelectrons pulses,
due to LAr late light, in the signal's tails we had a preliminary estimate of the SensL
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gain in LAr for a �xed bias voltage, which was consistent with the results obtained in
LN2 for the same voltage. A more complete characterization of all the three SiPMs
response in LAr and the comparison with PMTs results is planned for this summer.

Moreover the ongoing development for light collection for LArIAT 2nd Run is re-
lated to the possibility to make SiPM matrices that could cover the same area as a PMT
photocathode. I have been involved in the design and production of four cold-readout
boards for SensL SiPM Arrays. Tests and characterization of the response of these
boards in cryogenics are planned for this upcoming summer.
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